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Canoll turns 110
Cherie Skoczen
News Editor

John Carroll University celebrated its l!Othanniversary last
Friday with a social gathering
fur members of thejCU community.
The festivitywasoneof many
in a year-long series of events
planned in conjunction with the
celebration of Cleveland's Bicentennial. Cleveland celebrated its
200th birthday on July 22,1996.
"We thought it was a good idea
to take advantage of Cleveland's
Bicentennial as a way of promoting the university," said Jerry
Sheehan, co-chairman of the Bicentennial Planning Committee
and the university's representative on the Cleveland Bicentennial Advisory Committee. "Normally one wouldn't celebrate a
llOth anniversary, but since it
was a decennial year, we figured
we could latch onto the Bicentennia l,supporr ir,and makejCU
a participant and a contributor
to it."
]oh n Carroll'sa n ni versary celebration began last September
when the School of Business celebrated its 50th year. It continues this month with other activities including the inauguration of JCU's 22nd president, Rev.

John]. Shea, SJ.,
on Friday, Sept.
27. Later that
evening, a gala
reception will
be held at the
Great Lakes Science Center.
The
yearlong celebration, which will
have consisted
of
approximately 75 intellectually-oriented, serviceoriented and
recreationa II yoriented events,
will come to an
end this December.
Sheehan said
the anniversary
celebration
went well for

Staff Reporter

John Carroll University'sdebate
team will facilitate a forum that
will enable theJCU community to
impact this year's presidential debates,said Brent Brossmann,director of theJCU debate team.
"People always have the opportunity to watch the debates, and
people always have the opportunitytovote," Brossmannsaid. "Now
they also have the opportunity to
express their opinions about the
debates and bydoingso,helpshape
future debates."
The debate team will sponsor
the Audience Debate Forum, which
is part of the National Presidential
Debate Commission's Debate
Watch '96. The goal of this program is to bring together as many
people as possible to watch and discuss the presidential and vice presi dential debates, said Brossmann.
"This is an outstanding experiment that the National Presidential Debate Team is conducting,"
said Brossmann. "Technology is
allowing us to become more involved, and this process is worth while because it allows us w have
an additional voice in our democratic society."
There will be three presidential
and one vice presidential debate.
For the first debate on Sept. 25,

Students register to vote
in University Heights
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant News Editor

The Student Union 1s sponsoring a drive to register john Carroll
University students to vote in University Heights in
the November
election.
"We are working on registering
student voters,
particularly for
University
Heights," said
Student Unton
Chtef justice james Sullivan at
Tuesday's SU meeting.
Sullivan said the primary motive for the dnve 1s the upcoming
presidential election. But students
also will have the opportunity to
take a more influential role in the
decision-making of University
Heights elected officials.
"\Votm' m \.lmvcr!>\t \let hts\
will cenainJy emr:x-- rllejGfm
Carroll students m the community they live in," Sullivan said.
UH City Council is considering limiting the number of nonrelated residents allowed to live in
a University Heights house. Such
legislation would directly affect
students living off campus.
U students are registered voters in University Heights, their
opinions on the issue could sway
council's votes.
"U there is a significant voter
turnout, elected officials will take
the concerns of the college community more seriously," according to "Your Vote - Your Voice," a
publication of the National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities.

Students who are already registered to vote in another c1ty but
wish to vote in University He1ghts
may change their status by reapplying on campus.
"One
doesn't
neces sarily
have to
be a laxWater Stinson payer to
cast his
vote , "
s a 1 d
Walter Stinson,communny coordinator of University Heights.
"The students are living here for
most of the year, so they are citizens fort hat time."
All on campus students will
receive an Ohio voter registration
form in their mailbox within the
next two weeks, ullivan said. The

"I think each vote
matters."

Rev. John J. Shea, SJ. cuts the cake at JCU's

auliwereery celebration last Friday.
severat re!f5ofts.
First, the university obtained cessful because it brought together
the recognition of the Cleveland faculty, staff, administration and
Bicentennial Committee for its students in joint projects that everyone enjoyed and that earned the
many activities and events.
"We were segregated out early appreciation of the community he
on as one of the creative institu- said. Finally, it established some
tions among the higher educa- activities, especially community
tion institutions," he said. Addi- service activities, that will contionally,thecelebration wassuc- tinue in the future, Sheehan said.

JCU to influence presidential debates
Carolyn Sprague

ews

only members of theJCU debate
team will watch and discuss the
debate as a group. "This will give
the debaters some background to
become group leaders in the other
three debates," said Bross mann.
Members of the JCU debate
team will then serve as facilitators of group discussions at future
forums.
"Because of our knowledge in
debate, we will become leaders of
group discussion," said Jeff
Becherer,JCU debate team member.
Brossmann said all JCU students will benefit from participating in the debate forums.
"Debate Watch '96 willgivestudents an opportunity to discover
for themselves the issues that were
debated," said Brossmann.
Becherer agreed.
"It will make everyone more
aware of what's going on in the
presidential elections," Becherer
said.
Following the televised debate,
the TV monitor will be turned off
andaudiencememberswilldivide
into small groups ro discuss the
issues presented during the debate.
Shutting off the television will
prevent the viewers from easily
being manipulated by network
commentators,added Bross mann.
"It's better to make decis1ons for

ourselves," he said.
A group moderator will then
ask attendants to complete a survey that will be faxed to the University of Kansas where results

see DEBATES, page 3

Wll

reg1ster to vote.
Off-c ampus students who
don't have mailboxes on campus
may register withm the next few
weeks at specified locations
around campus.
"Theoretically, if we get 1,000
voters, we would have a voting
booth here on campus," he said.
The National Voter Registration Act, also called the "Motor
Voter" law, simplifies voter registration for students by allowing
them to send an application by
mail, without a witness or notary.
The deadline to register for the
presidential election is Oct. 7.
"I think it's a great privilege and
responsibility to vote," Stinson
said. "1 think each vote matters."

Granting the Third Wish

Third Wish perfonned in the Wolf-n-Pot Saturday night as a part of the Student Union's
Welcome Back Week.
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Much progress made in 110 years Schell , Sj., who was president of
the university from 1967-1970.
john Carroll Un iversit yopened "There were less than lOOsmde nts
its doors on Cleveland's West Side in most lgraduattng] classes, and
on September6, 1886. Founded by most students weregraduatingas
the Buffalo Mission jesuits, the doctors, priests and lawyers."
After the war. a greater numschool was originally named St.
ber of students were graduating,
Ignatius College.
Today itts one of 28 jesuit col- and they were grad ua ti ng in posileges and universities i n the tions that would eventually help
the university financially, Schell
United States.
a
i
d
In 1923, about 60 acres of land s
were purc hased for the present "When I came, we had little or no
campus in ldlewood Village, endowment," Schell said_ · Now
which IS now catled Umversity we have $70 million endowment.
Our alumni have been every inHeights.
With tht <clocauon totheeast - fluential "
Since mov ing ro its present site,
ern subUI :.s of Cle vela nd , St.
lgnatiusCollcgccha nged its name johnCarrollUniversityhasgrown
to Cleveland Unil', ityand then both physically and str ucturally.
fu ... r months late• ~hanged the The School of Economics, Businame again to John Carroll Uni - ness,and Finance was established
versity.
in 1945,and in 1966,theBohannon
After several years of .:onstruc- ScienceCenterwascreatedfollowtion, including a three-year sus- ing the receipt of the university's
pension of construction, the first first $1 million gift by Cleveland
classof 456students began classes industrialistjames A. Bohannon.
"When[myadminist.ration beat the new location in October of
1935
gan.! we were still an all -male
"From 1886 until after World school," Schell sai d _ "During my
War II we were graduating very time we became coeducational."
small classes," said Rev Joseph Women were first adm ined to the

Cherie Skoczen

News Editor

University's College of Arts and
Sciences in 1968.
Schell said that within the last
few decades the campus has
grown phenomenally: "Ourreputation has grown phenomenally,
too," he said.
Within the last decade, the
university has seen the completion of St. Francis Chapel in 1987,
East Hall in 1988 and the
Bruemng Hall addition , the
Nathan Dauby Plaza and t he
renovation of the School of Business in 1989.
New Hall was completed in
l990,and it wasdedicated in 1993
as Campion Hall.
Other additions to the campus within the last five years include the completion of the baseball stadium, the Ralph Vince
Fitness Center and the T.P.
O'Malley,SJ.,CcnterforCommunications and Language Arts.
Last year the university dedicated John G. and Mary jane
Breen Learning Center,doubling
the size of Grassell i Library.
Informa tio n for this article
was gathered from j ohn Carroll
University's 1995-96 edition of
th e Fact Book
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Shea speaks practical!y on
liberal education
Gina M. Girardot
Editor -in-Ch<ef

On the !lOth anniversary of
John Carroll University, Rev.
joh nJ- Shea,Sj., university president, appropriate! y stressed the
importance of a liberalanseducation to a national radio audience and a crowd of over 200 at
the Cleveland City Club on Friday
"The mission of education
must de velop one's nature and
faculties as a whole and not
merely make one fit fo r a job,"
Shea said.
In his speech, "The Imperative of Impractical Education,
Liberal Arts and the Future of
America ," he addressed the
value of a classical liberal education in lieu of some criticism
of impracticality from the professional sector.
Shea sa id that john Carroll
fitsintothedichotomyof today's
philosophy of undergrad uate
education (between the private
school's ideal of teaching criti-

cal thinki ngand the public school's
focus on professional training) by,
"fitting into the liberal arts trad ition as viewi ng it not as impractical , but rather, essential to the future destiny of our nation.•
Taking a multi-cultural a pproach, which will do the "greatest
good fo r society," and teach students to be leaders of men and
women is dependent on a student
"first knowing something about
themselves and their own culture
and traditions in order to examine
another,' said Shea.
This supports the claim that
"hberal education is training for
life.•
Shea said that "the key to success in the next millennium is fo r
the higher education system to
appreciate and rediscover the soul
of the liberal arts mission to form
the total person, intellectually, socially, personally, and spiritually."
Shea's address was aired Sunday morning on WVIZ Channel
25, and was broadcast nationally
on over 170 radio stations.

Physics prof contributes to technical community
Laltelsha Dobbins

as the Office of Naval Research,
NASA and the Ohio Board of Re gents to conduct research atjCU.
"Research is a teaching tool ,"
Caromesaid.Headded that he uses
this funding to involve his undergraduate and masters of science
students
in
physics i n faculty research.
According to
his CTSC biography, Carome
served as Liaison Sci entist
with the London branch of
the Office of
Naval Research ,
and he visited
laboratorie s

Staff Reporter

Edward Carome, professor of
physics at john Carroll University, has been awarded the Distinguished Leadership Award from
the Cleveland Technical Societies
Council (CTSC).
The CTSC's
D istin guishe d
Leaders hip
Award is presented to an individual who has
made sustained
contributions to
the technical
community for a
minimum of ten
years.
"The award itself isn't that imEdwardCarome
throughout
portan t,• Carome
Western Europe
said_"However, the recognition for and the USSR to assess their work
years of hard work is."
in acoustics and acousto-optics.
Over a period of 40 years,
He participated in the estabCarome has received morethan$1 lishment of the Naval Research
million from organ izations such Laboratory's Fiber Optic Sensor

114D 4. KODAK:
J40J41MT?

hcotlte a photographer
for 1he Carroll News
J97--4f98

contlnuted from page 1
will be tabula ted nationally by
the Presidential Debate Commission.
The program aims to receive
res'ults from as much of a crosssection of Americaaspossible,said
Brossmann.
"TheNationalDebateCommission is urging everyone including
uni versities and pri va te homes to
rums," he added.
T he national results will appear in majorpapersand be heard
on the radio.
Also, after the debates, a book
will be published with the results.
The politicians can then consider the results as they prepare
for their next debate, said
Brossmann.

wei n~ people who

Parnell's

~n copy ed~t. reQ)

.bad. Call 397-4398

for the store nearest you

82.
He also occupied the Underwater Acoustics Chair a t the Naval Postgraduate School and he's
also been Vice President and Chief
Scientist of Edjewise Sensor Products, Inc.
Carome obtai ned his hac helor's
and master's degrees in physics
from john Carroll University in
1951.
He obtained his doctorate in
physics from Case Institute o f
Technology in 1954. That same
year, he became a memberofJCUs
faculty.
He became a professor of ph ysics in 1963, and today he concentrates in graduate and advanced
graduate education.
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JCU students and any other in terested persons wlll be invited to
attend the group debate forums
via upcoming
fliers
andan-

"It will make everyone
more aware of what's
going on In the

in national
media
is
great, even if

ments.
"Everyone

presidential elections."
tistical evidence," said
Brossmann.
Brossmann predicts that a lot
of people will get involved in De-

bate Watch '96.
"Peoplefeeldetached from politics today, therefore, this study is
an important step to get people
involved," said Brossmann.
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Homecoming bids expected to sell out
Two hundred Homecoming bids went on sale
earlier this week Bids cost $40 with a Student Union
discount card and $50 without a discount card.
According to Homecoming co-chairman Kevin
Bachman, bid sales are going very well, and bids are
expected to sell out by the end of this week
"Da ncing Nancies and Tripping Billies" is the
theme of this year's dance which will be held Saturday,
Sept. 28, at the Sheraton Cleveland City Center in
downtown C leveland.

HC court nominationd held next week
All john Carroll students can nominate any ]CU
junior or senior for this year's Homecoming court.
Nominations will be taken next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Atrium during lunch and dinner

Discount cards still available
Student Union discount cards can still be purchased in the Student Union office. Cards are $30 and
entitle ~tudents to discounts at various SU sponsored
events, m the bookstore and at area businesses.

)union class senator needed
The junior class is looking to fill the positon of
off -campus senator for the 1996-97 school year. Any
interested junior living off-campus should contact
Chris Beato at 397-5068 for funher information

nounct-

Comedian to perform Saturday
Comedian Mark Eddie will perform in the Wolfn -Pot this Saturday, Sept.l4 at 8 p.m. The event is
sponsored by Student Ac ti.vi.ties.

-nrums," said Brossmann_ "It is imJX>rlant to try to get people involved, and this is a uniqueopJX>rtunity."
For furtheri nformation regarding Debate Watch '96, contact
Brossmann in the communicationsdeparment .

Residence
Association (RHA) is sponsoring
Monday night football on Sept.l6in the Wolf- n -Pot.
The event is free, and wings and soda will be provided.
News Briefs were compiled by Cherie Skoczen,
news editor.
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Brossmann said there is one
other benefit to participating in
th e experiment.
"The opportunity to

:

ON CEDAR AND LEE

Call 1-800-557-3376

(FOSS) Program.
He also served as Visiting Research Associate in the Applied
Physics Laboratory of Stanford
University,and he served on a parttime basis as Senior Scientist with
Dynamic Systems, Inc. while still
teaching classes at JCU in 1980-

Debate team to bring presidential forum to JCU
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Carome receives Leadership Award
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Much progress made in 110 years Cherie

Skoczen

News Editor

john Carroll Universityopened
its doors on Cleveland's WestSide
on September 6,1886. Founded by
the Buffalo Mission jesuits, the
school was onginally named St.
Ignatius College.
Today it1s one o£ 28 Jesuit colleges and universities in the
United States.
In 1923, about 60 acres of land
were purchased for the present
campus in Jdl ewood Village,
which is now called Universl!y
Heights.
With tht , elocation to the eastern subu. l•s of Cleveland, SL
lgnati us Collegech,mged its name
10 Cleveland Univ,, ity and then
fvur momhs late1 changed the
name again to John Carroll Um·
versity.
Aher several years of <.Onstruction , including a three-year sus·
pension of construction, the first
class of 456smdents began classes
at the new location in October of
1935.
"From 1886 until after World
War II we were graduat ing very
sma ll classes," said Rev. joseph

Schell, SJ., who was president of
the university from 1967-1970.
"There were less than 100 students
in most [graduating] classes, and
most students were graduating as
doctors, priests and lawyers."
After the war, a greater number of students were graduating,
and they were graduating in positions that would evemuall y help
the university financially, Schell
s
a
i
d
"When I came, we had little or no
endowment," Schell said. "Now
we have $70 million endowment.
Our alumni have been every influential."
Si nee moving to its present site,
Joh nCar roll University has grown
both physically and structurally.
The School of Economics, Business,andFinancewasestablished
in 1945,and in 1966,theBohannon
ScienceCenterwascreated following the receipt of the university's
first $1 million gift by Cleveland
industrialistjames A. Bohannon.
"When[myadministration began,] we were still an all-male
school," Schell sai d. "During my
time we became coeducational."
Women were fi.rst adm ined to the

University's College of Arts and
Sciences in 1968.
Schell said that within the last
few decades the campus has
grown phenomenally. "Our reputation has grown phenomenally,
too," he said.
Within the last decade, the
university has seen the completion of St. Francis Chapel inl987,
East Hall in 1988 and the
Bruening Hall addition, the
Nathan Dauby Plaza and the
renovation of the School of Business in 1989.
New Hall was completed in
1990,and it wasdedicated in 1993
as Campion Hall.
Other additions to the campus within the last five years indude thecompletionof the baseball stadium, the Ralph Vince
Fitness Center and the T.P.
O'Malley,SJ.,CenterforCommunications and Language Arts.
Last year the university ded icated john G. and Mary jane
Breen Learning Center, doubling
the size of Grasselli Library.
Information for this article
was gathered from john Carroll
University's 1995-96 edition of
the Fact Book.
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Shea speaks practically on
liberal education
Gina M. Girardot
Editor-in-Chief

On the llOth anniversary of
john Carroll University, Rev.
john].Shea,SJ., umversity president, appropriate! y stressed the
importance of a liberal arts education to a na tional radio audience and a crowd of over 200 at
the Cleveland City Club on Friday.
"The m ission of education
must develop one's nature and
faculties as a whole and not
merely make one fit for a job,"
Shea said.
In his speech, "The Imperative of Impractical Education ,
Liberal Arts and the Future of
America," he addressed the
value of a classical liberal education in lieu of some criticism
of impracticality from the professional sector.
Shea said that john Carroll
fitsintothedichotomyof today's
philosophy of undergraduate
education (between the private
school's ideal of teaching criti-

cal thinking and the public school's
focus on professional training) by,
"fitting mto the liberal arts tradition as viewing it not as impractical, but rather, essential w the fu ture destiny of our nation."
Taking a multi -cult ural approach, which willdothe"greatest
good for society," and teach students to be leaders of men and
women is dependent on a student
"first knowing something about
themselves and their own culture
and traditions in order to examine
another," said Shea.
This supports the claim that
"liberal education is training for
life.·
Shea said that "the key to success in the next millennium is for
the higher education system to
appreciate and rediscover the soul
of the liberal arts mission to form
the total person, intellectually, socially, personally, and spiritually."
Shea's address was aired Sunday morning on WVIZ Channel
25, and was broadcast nationally
on over 170 radio stations.
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Carome receives Leadership Award
Physics prof contributes to technical community
laltelsha Dobbins
as the Office of Naval Research, (FOSS) Program.
Staff Reporter
NASA and the Ohio Board of ReHe also served as Visiting ReEdward Carome, professor of gents to conduct research atJCU search Associate in the Applied
physics at John Carroll Univer"Research is a teaching tool," Physics Laboratory of Stanford
sity, has been awarded the Distin- Caromesaid. He added that he uses University,andheservedona panguished Leadership Award from this funding to involve his under- time basis as Senior Scientist with
the Cleveland Techni cal Societies graduate and masters of science Dynamic Systems, Inc. while still
Council CCTSC).
students
in teaching classes atjCU in 1980The CTSC's
physics in fac- 82.
Distinguished
ulty research.
He also occupied the UnderLeadership
According to water Acoustics Chair at the NaAward is prehis CTSC biog- val Postgraduate School and he's
sented to an indiraphy, Carome also been Vice President and Chief
vidual who has
served as Liai- Scientist of Edjewise Sensor Prodmade sustained
son Scientist ucts, Inc.
contributions to
with the LonCaromeobtained his bachelor's
the technical
don branch of and master's degrees in physics
community for a
the Office of from John Carroll University in
minimum of ten
Naval Research, 1951.
years.
and he visited
He obtained his doctorate in
"The award itIa bora tor ies physics from Case Institute of
self isn't that imthroughout Technology in 1954. That same
portant,"Carome Edward Carome
Western Europe year, he became a memberofjCU's
said. "However, the recognition for and the USSR to assess their work faculty.
years of hard work is."
in acoustics and acousto-optics.
He became a professor of ph ysOver a period of 40 years,
He participated in the estab- ics in 1963, and today he concenCarome has received more than $1 lishment of the Naval Research trates in graduate and advanced
million from organizations such Laboratory's Fiber Optic Sensor graduate education.

Debate team to bring presidential forum to JCU
DEBATES
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Parnell's

contlnuted from page 1
will be tabulated nationally by
the Presidential Debate Commission.
The program aims to receive
res'u lts from as much of a crosssection of Americaaspossible,said
Brossmann.
"The National DebateCommission is urging everyone including
universities and private homes to
rums," he added.
The national results will appear in major papers and be heard
on the radio.
Also, after the debates, a book
will be published with the results.
The politicians can then consider the results as they prepare
for their next debate, said
Brossmann.

Brossmann said there is one
other benefit to participating in
the experiment.
"The opportunity to

JCU students and any other interested persons will be invited to
attend the group debate forums
via upcoming
fliers
andan-

"It will make everyone

have your
voice heard
in national
media
is
great, even if
your voice is

going on In the

only
being
h e a r d

presidential elections."

mOI'e aware of what's

Brossmann.
Brossmann predicts that a lot
of people will get involved in Debate Watch '96.
"Peoplefeeldetachedfrompolitics today, therefore, this study is
an important step to get people
involved," said Brossmann.

Homecoming bids expected to sell out
Two hundred Homecoming bids went on sale
earlier this week. Bids cost $40 with a Student Union
discount card and $50 without a discount card.
According to Homecoming co-chairman Kevin
Bachman, bid sales are going very well, and bids are
expected to sell out by the end of this week.
"Dancing Nancies and Tripping Billies" is the
theme of this year's dance which will be held Saturday,
Sept. 28, at the Sheraton Cleveland Oty Center in
downtown Cleveland.

HC court nominationd held next week
All john Carroll students can nominate any JCU
junior or senior for this year's Homecoming court.
Nominations will be taken next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Atrium during lunch and dinner.

Discount cards still available
Student Union discount cards can still be purchased in the Student Union office. Cards are $30 and
entitle students to discounts at various SU sponsored
evems, in the bookstore and at area businesses.

Junion class senator needed
The junior class ls looking to hll the positon of
off -campus senator for the 1996-97 school year. Any
interested junior living off -campus should contact
Chris Beato at 397-5068 for further information.

not.lllCt"

ments.
"Everyone
is in-

rums," said Brossmann. "It is important to try to get people involved,and this is a unique opportunity."
For f urtherinformat ion regarding Debate Watch '96, contact
Brossmann in the communications deparmem.

Comedian to perform Saturday
Comedian Mark Eddie will perform in the Wolfn -Pot this Saturday, Sept.l4 at 8 p.m. The event is
sponsored by Student Activities.

Residence
Association (RHA) is sponsoring
Monday night foot ball on Sept. l6 in the Wolf -n-Pot.
The event is free, and wings and soda will be provided.

News Briefs were compiled by Cherie Shocze n,
news editor.
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Computers & Acc~es:sor1•
•Software
• School Supplies
• Printers, Fax Machines,
Calculators and Other
Business Machines
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs

Call 1-800-557-3376
for the store nearest you

Welcome Back Seniors!

Happu Hour 4-7 p.m.
Mondau thru Saturdau
Draft Specials during Happy Hour

Guinness, Harps, Cider, Murphy's
Bud Light Draft Special
seven days a week
21 and over please
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We're one of the fastest-growing men's and women's
clothing retailers in the country because our
stores and clothes embrace a free, independent.
style that's distinctly American. And a lot l~ke
you.

ISrandiRepre sent a.t •i vew
Work at Abercrombie ' Fitch aa a Brand Repreaentative and enjoy fun people, cool music, and great
discounts on the comfortable, casual clothing that
are uniquely ours. Hours are flexible to fit your
schedule.
Pick up an application at a store near you or
check out our Home Page on the Internet for more
inforaation and etore locations. EOE

www.abercrombie.com
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U.S. aids Kurds against Hussein
Joe Wholley
Staff Reporter

Critical Cardinal receives presidential medal
Chicago'sCardinaljaseph Bernardin received the nation's hig.hest civilian honor from President Clinton on Monday, even wh1le
expressing major differences of opinion with the president.
Bernardin 68 who last month revealed he is dying of cancer
and is expect~ t~live less thana year, was(alongwith lOot hers)
presented with. rhe Presidential Medal of Fr:edo~ Af:er th,e
cetemony, Bernardin went to Georgetown UmversttyCChntons
alma mater )to criticize the welfare bill recently passed by Congress and signed by !linton as too harsh, and to conde~n the
president's decision to veto a ban on some late-term abortions.

GOP split on reasons for Dole's ~ailing ~am~aign ,
With President Clinton le2dingRepublican pres1denual nominee Bob Dok in the race for president by as much as 20 pointS by
some estimation, members of theGOPare beginning to formulate
explanations for Dole's possible defe2t on election day. Apparently, Republicans are divided on this issue.
1f Dole fails, two Republican camps will likely emerge. The
dominant group, composed mostly of conservative activists and
congressiona I leaders, will likely place most of the blame on Dole
himself.
Republicans in theothercampare mostly moderates who will
not place blame just on Dole, but rather point toCiinton'ssuccessful portrayal of himself during the past year and entire campaig n.

Baby boom parents resigned to kids' drug usage
According to a poll released Monday, most baby-boomer parems who had used drugs in theiryouthexpect their children to do
the same and feel that they have httle influence over their teenagt>rs' deCisions.
A survey, conducted for the National Center for Addiction and
Subs tance Abuse,revea led thatncarlytwo-thirdsof baby-boomer
chi ldren have used drugs either regularly or experimentally.
Thestudycomesin thcwakeof government research showing
that teen-age drug use has been increasing rapidly over t.he last
four years, after a long decline in the late 1970s.
The survey also reports an apathy to this usag~ by baby-

The United States sent a clear
message to Saddam Hussein last
week warning him to keep his
troops out of Kurdish settled
northern Iraq.
The U.S. fired 27 cruise missiles on Iraqi radar and command
posts last Tuesday and Wednesday after Hussein's troops moved
into areas of northern iraq that
were declared off -limits by United
Nationsresolutions. The zone was
established short! y after the gulf
war in order to protect the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), a
group of Kurds that opposes
Hussein. The group has recently
allied itself with Iran in attacks
against opposing Kurdish groups.
The Iraqi troops that moved
into northern Iraq were aiding the
Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP)
in attacks against the PUK and
were successful in seizing the town
of lrbil prior to U.S. involvement.
The Iraqi movement upset the
U.S. not only because it was a viola tion of U.N. resolutions, but also
bee a use it violated Operation Provide Comfort. ThiswasanAmerican plan to shield the Kurds from
Iraq after the war.
ln addition to the missile assaults, a more extensive no-fly
zone was established last week
Hussein has stated numerous
times th at his troops and aircraft
would ignorethiszone because he
considered it a violation of his
country's sovereignt y. He also
stated that it does not allow him to
deal with domestic political issues.
"We will continue resisting it

.

o
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help stop the Iranian aid to the seized several northern lraqi
towns af terth.e gulf war. Hussein
PUK.
Several actions taken by the US sent in troops causing more than
in Iraq have been considered con- 2,000 Kurds to flee across the bortroversial by other nations. France ders into Turkey and Iran.
The Kurds are the largest ethand Spain denounced the miss ile
strikes stating that not enough nic group in the world that does
effort was made tO find a peaceful not have an independent nation.
solution There has been specula- The KDPa nd PUK have been fighttion that the French are taking this i ng for control of the region in
stance because Iraq owes France a northern Iraq for the past 20 years.
considerable amount of money, After the gulf war, it appeared that
and thedisruptioncould postpone the two groups had reconciled
under U.S. pressure, but fighting
their repayments.
The Soviet Union also de- resumed in 1994 after disagreenounced the attack, saying that it ments concerning revenues from
an unlawful oil
was nothtrade with Turing more
key.
About
than
an
4,000 were
American
killed before a
dome stic
cease-fire c repolitics
a ted by the U.S.
move, and
went into efthat Presifeet in Aug .
d e n t
1995. Fighting
Clinton orbeganagainon
dered the
Saddam Hussein Aug.l7, 1996.
attack to
The U.S.
boost his
does not back
image for
either group of Kurds because the
the upcoming election.
The United Nations, while sup- possibility of leadership change
porti ng the Amencan actions in in the area is too great of a risk
Iraq, would not pass a resolution Widespread di sruption in the
Middle East is a concern of the U.S.
condemning Iraqi behavior.
Another decision considered because it can cause trouble with
controversial by some was made the oil flow in and out of the area.
last Saturday by U.S. Secretary of The U.S. isattem pting to negotiate
State Warren Christopher. He gave yet a not her cease-fire to calm the
his a pproval for Turkey to send fighting between the two Kurd factroops into northern Iraq in order tions, despite a failed atte mpt in
to creare a buffer zone against at- late August.
No American ground troops
tacks on Turkish land by Kurdish
forces. A pro-government news- have been sent tot he troubled area
paper in Iran attacked the pl anned yet, and Christopher is hopeful
ov m nt as a "clear vio- thattherewillnotbea need. While
·

"We will continue
resisting... according
to the legitimate right
of self-defense . ,
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Child labor: An issue we can no longer afford to ignore
Stephanie M. 5_-'-le::..g. . :e::.:_l_ _ _ __
. Staff Reporter

There is a common link that connects
200m ill ion children worldwide. This link
is not a Disney ._anoon, nor is it a favorite
new sport. This link is the horrifying reality of child labor.

Commentary
It is not uncommon in many of the third
worldnatiotbtO!i, , · lJborersundertheage
of 10 workii •;2; for 1.·nnies a day in dingy,
dust-filledsl,<~cks. < hildrenworkinexcess
of 12 hours each d, · under the watchful
eyes of fore::: en wh, Jo not hesitate to beat
and threaten them for the slightest mishaps and problems.
Horror stories come from wi messes and
survivors who have often been scarred
themselves. As one mother turned from
her work to tend to her crying child, the
foreman became agitated. He immediately
took the young boy and burned his eyes out
with a hot poker ~" punishment for the
mot her's "laziness."
Acrions like these occur every day, yet
parents would rather have their children in
the sweatshops with. them because the alternative is much worse. In India, for exam pie, children are bought, sold and resold
for as little as $15 each. Oftentimes, these
young slaves have been stolen from their
parents by thugs who work for sweatshop
owners.
Descriptions of the conditions under
which some of the· · c'hildren work are not
fit for animals. lt,.lgine shacks of dirty,
m:.~lnutritioned bo..l 1..:s hunched over on dirt
floors next t• ·<lpen _,.,wage drains with flies
swarming their heads. This picture may be
a worst case scenario, but that is no justifi-

cation. Kids are being raped of their childhood. Should this not concern you, then the
consequences of the situation should.
Childhood isoneof thenaturalstagesof
the maturation process. Deprived of this
development, a child will grow up to be
dysf unctiona 1. By ignoring the problems of
children around the globe we are perpetuating a dysfunctional society.
To what extent, though, are we responsible for dealing with these global problems? As we try to apply our capitalistic
labor standards to another society and culture, are we comparing apples to oranges?
In an effort to understand this issue more
thoroughly, one has to look at reasons why
these multi-million dollar companies are
using child laborers. While it is the cheap
labor base that attracts these companies to
smaller economies, it is the lack of federal
regulations that keeps them there. NlKE,
Reebok,J.C. Penney, WalMart, Adidas, and
Disney are only a few who have been ac cused of inhumane activities.
NIKE, whohasrecently been under some
of the most intensescrutiny,hasresponded
by saying that a signed Memorandum of
Understanding binds their production subcontractors to set principles. "Our code is
vigorously enforced through daily observation by NIKE staff. Currently we have
more than BOO staff members in Asia alone,"
according to NIKE corespondents (Allegation Response, Aug.1996). Considering that
Asia is an entire continent, that staff must
have incredible omniscient powers.
"We find it ironic," said NIKE, "that a
practice that is centuries old has all of a
sudden hit the headlines when NIKEenters
the scene." Because a practiceisolddoesnot
justify the ignorance of the past.
J.C. Penney claims to "never knowingly
do business with anyone who violates the
law." They fail to admit, however, that many

of their questionable practices by U.S. standards are not against the law in most of 1he
underdeveloped nations.
It is not wrong for these companies to
have international locations. In fact , it is
beneficial. They are not only helping the
local economies, they're giving children a
place to work. Prostitution would be a likely
employment option without these companies present.
The question here is why the in humane
activities? A code of conduct should not be
abandoned once outside of U.S. borders.
Human rights are universal and no companyshould prey on fear, ignorance,or poverty to exploit workers. Manufacturers
should take responsibility and ensure that
their standards are met, not just assume
that the human element of decency is everpresent, because as the work conditions
show, standards are not met.
This problem is not a local iss ue. Many
people believe that because there are no
sweatshops in their backyards, it does not
affect them. WalMart saves people money
and NIKE is cool. What better reason to
endorse these products? This mindsetstems

from uninformed persons who are not
thinking on a global level. It can be viewed
as selfish, but more accurately, it can be
viewed as practical. People cannot be expected to act until they understand why.
Money is energy. Where we spend our
money is where we put our energy. The
democracy in which we live allows the dollar to act as a vote. When we stop putting
our money into a company, we stop endorsing either their products, their standards,
or their image. A company will notice a
drop in dollars much faster than they will
acknowledge a Green peace movement or a
Child labor Subcommittee.
Bemg a responsible consumer is more
than just buying dolphin-safe tuna; it is
knowing that your money supports these
companies and all that they stand for. It is
knowing that your money is a vote.
Knowledge allows us to have a choice.
Because we now have knowledge of these
activities occurring around the world , we
have the responsibility to act.
Everyday we have opportunities to make
this world a better place.
The choice is ours.

Call Kristen at 397-4395

n.

of national soverergnty," Hussein
told an Iraqi television aud ience.
Hussein also claimed that his
troops' movements were in response to a request of the KDP to

The recent Iraqi aggress ion
aga inst the Kurds is not the first.
In 1988, Hussein a tt acked the
Kurds wit h gas and missile attacks. In 1992, Kurdish rebels

tured into the restricted areas,
weapons and troops are stationed
at the from line in a position that
could allow them to wreak more
havoc in the area.
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U.S. aids Kurds against Hussein
Joe Wholley

Critical Cardinal recdves presidential medal
Chicago'sCardinalJoseph Bernardin received the nation's hig_hest civilian honor from President Clinton on Monday, even wh tle
expressing major dirferences of opinion with the president
Bernardin, 68. who last month revealed he is dying of cancer
and is expected to live less than a year, was(along with lOot hers)
presented with rhe Presidential Medal of Freedo~. Af~er t~e
ceremony, Bernardin went to Georgetown Umversuy (Clmtons
alma mater) to criticize the welfare bill recently passed by Congress and signed by llinton as too harsh, and to conde~n the
president's decision to veto a ban on some late-term aboruons.

GOP split on reasons for Dole's failing ~am~aign .
With President Clinton leadingRepubhc;an prestdenualnom•nee Bob Dole in the race for president by as much as 20 point$ by
some estimation, members of theGOPare beginning to formulate
explanations for Dole's possible defeat on election day. Apparently, Republicans are div ided on this issue.
I[ Dole [ails, two Republican camps will likely emerge. The
dominant group, composed mostly of conservative activists and
congressionalleaders, will likely place most of the blame on Dole
himself.
Republicans in theothercampare mostly moderates who will
not place blame just on Dole, but rather point toClinton'ssuccessful portrayal of himself during the past year and emirecampaign.
Baby boom parents resigned to kids' drug usage
According to a poll released Monday, most baby-boomer parents who had used drugs in their youth expecttheirchildren to do
the same and feel that they have little influence over their teenagers' decisions.
A survey,conducted for the National Center for Addiction and
Substance Abuse, revealed thatneadyrwo-thirdsof baby-boomer
children have used drugs either regularly or experimentally.
Thestudycomcs in the wake of government research showing
that reen-age drug use has been rncreasmg rapidly over the last
four years, after a long decline in the late 1970s.
The survey also repons an apathy to this usage by baby-

Staff Reporter
The Umted States sent a clear
message to Saddam Hussein last
week warning him to keep his
troops out of Kurdish settled
northern Iraq.
The US. fired 27 cruise missi les on Iraqi radar and command
posts last Tuesday and Wednesday after Hussein's troops moved
into areas of northern Iraq that
weredeclaredoff-limits by United
Nations resolutions. The zone was
established shortly after the gulf
war in order to protect the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), a
group of Kurds that opposes
Hussein. The group has recently
allied itself with Iran in attacks
against opposing Kurdish groups.
The lraqi troops that moved
intononhernlraqwereaidingthe
Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP)
in attacks against the PUK and
weresuccessfulinseizingthe town
of lrbil prior to U.S. involvement.
The lraqi movement upset the
U.S.notonlybecauseitwasaviolationofU.N.resolutions,butalso
because it violated Operation Provide Comfort. This was an American plan to shield the Kurds from
Iraq after the war.
In addition to the missile assaults, a more extensive no-fly
zone was established last week.
Husse in has stated numerous
times that hi s troops and aircraft
wouldignorethiszonebecausehe
considered it a violation of his
country's sovere ignty. He also
statedthatitdoesnotallowhimto
deal with domestic politicaltssues.
"We will continue resisting it

d.

\$.

seized several northern Iraqi
PUK
towns after the gulf war. Hussein
Several actions taken by the US. sent in troops causing more than
in Iraq have been considered con- 2,000 Kurds to flee across the bortroversialbyothernations. France ders into Turkey and Iran.
The Kurds are the largest ethand Spain denounced the missile
strikes stating that not enough nic group in the world that does
effort was made to find a peaceful not have an independent nation .
solution. There has been specula- The KDPand PUK have been fighttion thattheFrencharetakingthis ing for control of the region in
stance because Iraq owes France a northern lraq for the past 20 years.
considerable amount of money, After the gulf war, it appeared that
and thedisruptioncould postpone the two groups had reconciled
their repayments.
under US. pressure, but fighting
The Soviet Union also d e- resumed in 1994 after disagreenounced the attack, saying that it ments concerning revenues from
was nothan unlawful oil
ing more - - - - - - - - - - - - - • trade with Turkey.
About
than
an
American
4 ,000 were
killed before a
domestic
pol i t i c s
cease-fire cremove, and
atedbytheU.S.
that Presiwent into efd e n t
feet in Aug.
Clinton or1995. Fighting
de red the
began again on
attack to
Saddam Hussein Aug. 17, 1996.
boost his
The
U.S.
image for
does not back
the upcoming election.
either groupo£ Kurds because the
The United Nations, while sup- possibility of leadership change
porting the American actions in in the area is too great of a risk
Iraq, would not pass a resolution Widespread disruption in the
condemning Iraqi behavior.
Middle East is a concern of the U.S.
Another decisio n considered becauseitcancause trouble with
controversial by some was made the oil flow in and out of the area.
last Saturday by U.S. Secretary of TheU.S.isattemptingtonegotia te
State Warren Christopher. He gave yet another cease-fire to calm the
his approval for Turkey to send fightingbetweenthetwoKurdfactroops into northern Iraq in order tions, despite a failed attempt in
to create a buffer zone against at- late August.
tacksonTurkishland by Kurdish
No American ground troops
forces. A pro-government news- have been sent to the troubled area
papermlranattackedtheplanned yet, and Christopher is hopeful
Turkis
ov mentasa"clearvio- thattherewillnotbeaneed.While
help stop the Iranian aid to the

to

"We will continue
res/Sting••• SCCOfding
tO the legitimate right
Of self-defense."
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The recen t Iraqi aggressiOn rurcd rnw rhe restricted areas,
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Child labor: An issue we can no longer afford to ignore
cation. Kids are being raped of their child- of their questionable practices by U.S. stanhood. Should this not concern you, then the dards are not againstthe law in most of the
underdeveloped nations.
consequences of the situation should.
It is not wrong for these companies to
Child hood is one oft he natural stages of
the maturation process. Deprived of this have international locations. ln fact, it is
development, a child will grow up to be beneficial. They are not only helping the
dysfunctionaL By ignoring the problems of local economies, they're givtng children a
children around the globe we are perpetu- place to work. Prostitution would be a likely
employment option without these compaating a dysfunctional society.
To what extent, though, are we respon- nies present.
The question here is why the in humane
sible for dealing with these global problems? As we try to apply our capitalistic activities? A code of conduct should not be
It is not uncommon in man yo£ the third labor standards to another society and cul- aba ndoned once outside of U.S. borders.
world natiorb tolir l.tborers underthe age ture , are we comparing apples to oranges? Human rights are universal and no comIn an effort to understand this issue more panyshould prey on fear,ignorance,orpovof 10 workil ·~ for 1-· nnies a day in dingy.
du st-fi lledsl r.Kks. < hild ren work in excess thoroughly, one has to look at reasons why erty to exploit workers. Manufacturers
of 12 hours each d., under the watchful these multi-million dollar companies are should take responsibility and ensure that
eyes of fore~ en wh, Jo not hesita te to beat using child laborers. While it is the cheap their standards are met, not just assume
and th rea ten them for the slightest mis- labor base that attracts these companies to that the human element of decency is eversmaller economies, it is the lack of federal present, because as the work conditions
haps and problems.
Horror stories come from witnesses and regulations th at keeps them there. NIKE, show, standards are not mer.
This problem is not a local issue. Many
survivors who have often been scarred Reebok,JC Penney, Wa!Mart, Adidas, and
people
believe that because there are no
Di.sney
are
only
a
few
who
have
been
acth emselves. As one mother turned from
sweatshops in their backyards, it does not
her work to tend to her crying child, the cused of inhumane activities.
NIKE,whohasrecently been under some affect them. Wa!Mart saves people money
foreman became agitated. He immediately
took 1 he young boy and burned his eyes out of the most intense scrut iny, has responded and NlKE is cooL What better reason to
with a hot poker ~' punishment for the by saying that a signed Memorandum of endorse these products? This mindsetstems
Understanding binds their production submot her's "lazi ness."
Acrions li ke these occur every day, yet contractors to set principles. "Our code is
pa rents would rath er have their children in vigorously enforced through daily obserthe sweatshops with them because the al- vation by NIKE staff. Currently we have
ternative is much worse. In India , for ex- more than800staff members in Asia alone,"
ample, children are bought, sold and resold according to NIKE corespondents (Allegafor as little as $15 each. Oftentimes, these tion Response,Aug.l996). Considering that
young slaves have been stolen from thei r Asia is an entire continent, that staff must
paren ts by thugs who work for sweatshop have incredible omniscient powers.
"We find it ironic," said NIKE, "that a
owners.
Desc riptions of the condit ions under practice that is centuries old has all of a
which some of the children work are not sudden hit the headlines when Nli<Eemers
fit for animals. lr r1.1gine shacks of dirty, the scene." Because a practice is old does not
mal nurritioned bo. tr.:s hunched over on dirt justify the ignorance of the past.
397-439~
JC Penney claims to "never knowingly
floors next t< .,)pen-"- wage drains with flies
swarming their head s. This picture may be do business with anyone who violates the
a worst case sce nario, but that is no justifi- law" They fail toadmit, however, that many

Stephanie M. S::.le::.og'"-':e.:.l_ _ _ __
. Staff Reporter
There is a common link that connects
200 mill io n children worldwide. This link
is not a Disney ._,moon, nor is it a favorite
new sport. This link is the horrifying reality of child labor.

Commentary

from uninformed persons who are not
thinking on a global level. It can be viewed
as selfish, but more accurately, it can be
viewed as practical. People cannot be expected to act until they understand why.
Money is energy. Where we spend our
money is where we put our energy. The
democracy in which we liveallowsthedollar to act as a vote. When we stop putting
our money into a company, weswpendorsing either their products, their standards,
or their image. A company will notice a
drop in dollars much faster than they will
acknowledge a Green peace movement or a
Child Labor Subcommittee.
Being a responsible consumer is more
than just buying dolphin-safe tuna; it is
knowing that your money supports these
companies and alf that they stand for. It is
knowing that your money is a vote.
Knowledge allows us to have a choice.
Because we now have knowledge of these
acuvities occurring around the world, we
have the responsibility to act.
Everyday we have opportunities to make
this world a better place.
The choice Is ours.
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told an lraqi television audience.
Hussein also claimed that his
troops' movements were in re
sponse to a request of the KDP to

against the Kurds is not the first.
ln 1988, Hussein attacked the
Kurds with gas and missile attacks. In 1992, Kurdish rebels

weapons and troops are stationed
at the front lme in a position that
could allow them to wreak more
havoc in the area.
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Freshmen survival guide: learning the ropes at JCU
Upperclassmen provide helpful hints and insights for the class of2000
Lisa Marie 5-=-t=lc
.::.;k:.::a=n.:___ __
Staff Reporter

Freshmen . Last yearthey were
hingofthe hHl but this year seems
to bean uplrrll battle. So how does
one hand le all the changes involved with star ling over again at
a new school and a new environment? The folluwlng article contains advice given byjohnCarroll
Unrvers1ty upperclassmen to the
fresh men class.
CLASSES
Dealing with assig nments can
bed ifficult when a student IS new
to having such a heavy workload.
"Do not fall far behi nd," advised
junivr Emily Hashier. Sophomore
Ted Rosa ti said t hat in order to
kee p up with yo ur class wo rk
freshmen shou ld work ahead.
"Do eve rything as soon as you
get it, keeping up with the materr al makes the class less boring
and the time w ill go by faster," sa id
sophom ore Barb Dittert.

A positiveattitudecanalsohelp
whendealingwithclasses. "When
you go into a class thinking it will
be hard , it will be. Don't be negative," said junior Dario Savron.
listening to feedback about
classes and teachers from experienced students can also help guide
the fledglingcollegestudemwhen
it comes to choosing classes for
next semester.] unior laura Frater
said, "Ask around about teachers
and classes and consider what the
students say. You can use this informatio n to help pick enjoyable
a nd worthwhile classes."
New students should use their
judgment and carer ully pick thei r
cou rses. "Aside from core. take
wha t you like," sai d Ma r y
Sh aughnessy, a sop homore.
"People drown when th ey don't
like wha t they a re studying."
Senio r And y Fedoriw ad vised
that f resh menshould not overload
their sched ules with a lot of diffi-

cult classes. Carla LaVigne, a semor, said, "Stan off taking core
classes to get them out of the way,
especially philosophy." junior
Bnan Crego added, "Don't take
anything you do not need to take
and get to know your advisors."
PARTYING
Being away from home gives
freshmen an independe nce they
migh t not know how to handle at
fi rst. Hashier advised that freshmen save up thei r partying energies for the weekend. Moderation
is the key to partying for Frater,
adding that stud ents shou ld,
"Have fun and make frie nds, but
use your judgment."
While the desire to part y m ay
be stronger than the desire to stud y
Sav ron w arned that fres h men,
"Party on ly to celeb ra te accomplishm ents; do not pa rty to get out
of doi ng things."
And just in case freshmen p arents d id not make it clear, Crego

some little suggestions to pass the

HSf PIZZA: MAW. SANfIt'S Ll1'fU ItItLV
"NOT ONLY IS IT THE BEST PIZZA
BUT IT'S ALSO VERY CHEAP."

fEST llANSPOlTATION! l.TA 1lf£ IUtPIP

"$1.50 RIDE ANYWHERE DOWNTOWN"

.

"IF YOU CAN GET THEM BEFORE

THEY ARE All GONE . "

Try to find something t hat appea ls
to you."
LAUNDRY
Freshmen should be careful not
to wait until they are out of clean
underwear to think about doing
laund r y.
If freshmen live close to home
Dittert advised that they should
go home and get their parents to
do it. This, according to Di ttert,
will save time and money.
But for those who d o not have
th e convenience of a nearby home,
Dittert recommended , "Save your
quarters, they are like gold here."
LaVigne also advised to do laundry every week so that it does not
pile up.

KST LOCAL USTAUUNT: KlACI'S

"GREAT ITALIAN CUISINE AND VERY
AFFORDABLE."

HST INN K'fYI6N MVNCIIY: PIIIU.V SftAKS
"GREASY . . . BUT SATISFYING."
fm fA~ QUINN'S
"THE BATHROOM DOORS LET YOU GET TO KNOW
EVERYONE UP CLOSE AND PERSONALLY. "

f£ST DttlA..CV~ut.AR ACTMTV: luotV

"A UTILE BlOOD NEVER HURT - IT'S
MERElY A FlESH WOUND . "

JEST f1W TO fO LAUNPlV: FllfAY

"EVERYONE IS GETIING GEARED UP FOR
THE WEEKEND SO NO ONE WILL BE DOING IT."

ROOMMATES
It can be very challenging to

KSf WAY TO PlOCUST1NAli: ,_MAIL

live in a cramped dorm room with
a new person.
"Don't be high-strung about

"CHECK YOUR E-MAIL 50 TIMES A DAY; HEY
IT'S BETIER THAN READING YOUR PHilOSOPHY
BOOK AND WHO KNOWS, MAYBE YOU DO HAVE A
FRIEND."
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Hell freezes over
Cleveland and Pittsburgh fans unite

reminds freshmen that, "You do things and don't expect yo ur
not go to college to party. You are roommate to necessarily be your
spending money for classes that best friend," said Shaughnessy.
will help your future."
Learning how to compromise
BUDGETING TIME
with a new room mate is t he best
Budgeti ng time is necessary in way to avoid futu re conflicts. Es- ,
the real world, so it isimportantto tablish rules early on that will foslearn t his skill while in college. ter respec t between roommates.
"Budgeting time is the biggest les- Also keep the lines of communison to learn a t school ." said cat ion o pen .
Sha ughnessy. "It can be difficult.
PARKING
There is more free time in college
Comm uting freshme n should
than in highschoo~and th is extra keep i n mind that a pa rki ng pass
time can be spent watc h ing tele- does not necessarily guarantee a
vision or sitting a round if the stu- space to park. Hashier said that
de nt is not carefuL Making lists the best way to fi nd a parking
can be helpful "
space is to arrive early. She said,
LaVigne agreed t hat it is im- "You can always study, sleep or
portant to w rite dow n everything soc ialize later."
you need to do in o rder to stay
ln regards to safety, Rosati em organ ized a nd well-prepared. Re- phasized tha to neshould not walk
garding the bud geti ng of ti me, to his or her ca r alone at n ig ht.
Fedoriw sim ply added , "Learn to Camp us Security is always ava il do it."
able to pro vide an escort.
SURVlVING THE CAFE
LIVING IN THE OORMS
Most freshmen have heard the
Freshmen sho uld take ad vancafeteria horror stories bu t it all ta ge of t he unique experi enc e
comes down to o ne sim ple piece known as 'community livi ng.'
of advice. As Fedor iwsa id, "If yo u Even th ough adjusti ng to this ashave never heard of it before, d o pec t of life may be d ifficult at fi rst.
not eat it."
La Vigne suggested that freshBut there are ways to survive. men bring certain things from
LaVigne recommendedeatingsal- home to help make their dorm
ads,' cereal and soups. She also rooms feel more comfortable. For
advised to ea t off campus when- example, favorite stuffed animals
ever possible.
or pictures and posters from his or
In case a freshman's s tomac h her bedroom a t home are good
is not up forthe food, Dittertjoked, ideas for personalizing a room .
"Make sure a bathroom is near you
Dittertalsostressed the imporat a ll ti mes." According to Frater, tance of making friends with the
it is important to keep in mind people in one's dorm .
for
PLACES TOGO

A GUIDE TO LIVE BY

FEATlBES
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dorms are not allowed to keep cars
on campus, it can be difficult togo
places. Crego said, "The Inn Between, Arabica and Pizzazz are
close by. The Flats and Coventry
a re also fun."
For those who want to venture
out but do not have transportation, Shaughnessy recommended
that students use the rapid system
or RTA. These form s of public
transportation ca n take students
to many places including museums and downtown Cleveland .
Another good idea would be to
make friends with upperclassmen
who have access to cars.

In conclusion,keepi nmi nd that
these first few weehs are only the
beginningofwhatshould be a most
memorable journey for freshmen.
Most students think that adjusting
to college life getseasierwith time.
So hang in there!

Marl;o Trivlsonno
Ass tstant Features Editor
f •.•ulllSayers lxlieving that the end of
the world is:~ppruachi ng have more to back
their clatm th is : .~ ar tha n the approaching
millennium and the rising tu rbulence of
the world . In fac t. the most convincing argument for 1 he Apoca lypse occurred in
ne ighboring Pennsylvania last Su nday.
Sit down and take a long, deep b reat h. It
has been r umored tha t Cleveland Browns
fa ns- Dawgstot he bone- have been spotted
cheering for the enemy. T he Pittsb urgh
Steelers. In Pittsburgh. At a football game.
At T h ree Rive rs Stadi um.
Impossi ble, ye t local news programs have
reponed that grou ps of Cleveland fa ns have
been bussed to Pittsb urgh for that purpose.
"I though t it would be the swee test reve nge to see the ene m y of Art Modell k ick
hi s hu tt,"said senior Matt Watts. "It's nothing aga inst the players.'
"It seems like the Brow ns fans will chee r
fo r Pi ttsbu rgh," sa id Pitt sburgh fan Kara
Bara usl<as. "It's awkwa rd. The ri valry between t'i ttsburgh and Clevela nd has gone
on for::.<) long." Ba rauskas, a sen ior, sa id that
thesul•[>Ort may be su per ficial, bu t pointed
out tha t Cleveland fans d id not necessarily
have to c heer for Pittsburgh in the first place.
Urstila Lecznar,asophomore,wouldcon sl d t>r roo tin g for Pitts burgh against the
Ravens bu t ad mitt ed she d idn't even watch
th e gam e.
"l watched the ga me, but [the riva lry]
lost som e of the feeling," sa id sophomore
Bri an Kowalski , a Clevelander.
Along with indifference, disappointment seems to be theoverwhelming feeling
in C lel'eland this football season.
"Modell felt he had to m ake the business
move , but it still was cruel to the fans who

have supported t h e
Browns through the
years," said sophomore
Rochelle
Nowmsk i.
Sophomore Pete
Polomski agreed . "I
feel likeCleveland has
been chea ted," he said.
"I miss the Browns.
Sundays aren't as exciting anymore."
Sim ilar sentiments a re foun d among
Pitts burg h fa ns who are upset to see the
riva lry end .
"I think it's sad," said sophomore C huck
Pa lme r. "As a kid I a lw ays used to go to the
Pitts burgh -Cleveland games. Everybody
in Pittsburg h m isses the rivalr y. It's not the
same any mo re."
"I just do n't think it's the same as when
the Browns were here," sa id Barauskas. "The
team has th e same players b ut a d ifferent
att itude."
ln fac t, Pittsburgh seems to have joi ned
Cleveland to an extent in mock ing the Bal timo re Rave ns. As if bea ti ng them 31-17
wasn't e nough, Pittsburgh radio Djs refer red to the Ravens as "Birdies."
Also, an announcer mistakenly said,
"time-ou t Cleveland" instead of Baltimore
a nd th e fa ns in Th ree Rive rs Stadi u m
erupted in c heers.
But don't thi nk t hat the rivalr y between
Cleveland and Pittsburgh is over and a similar one will be sta rted w ith the Ravens.
That is far from the truth.
"When Cleveland gets a team, the rivalry will be back. Nobody ca res about
Baltimore," sa id Palmer.
"The dista nce betwee n Cleveland and
Pittsburgh issomuchcloserthan that with

Baltimore," stressed Barauskas.
Cleveland fans agree. "Once we get a
team back the rival r y will be played up,"
said Kowalski.
So w hat exactly are Clevelanders to do
on Su ndays until salvation ar rives in t he
form of a new football team? Believe it or
not, one option appears to be cheering for
the Rave ns.
"I like the players still, like Leroy Hoard,"
said sophomore Chris Newkirk. "But the
real reaso n I cheered for the Ravens is beca use I had money on the game."
"1rooted for the Rave ns," sa id senior joe
Fe rris. "I was born a Browns fan a nd I always root for the team who's playing against
the Steelers.
Wa tts said more time on <:;undays will
probably be spent o n homework, b ut added,
"I'm going to try to follow college football
more on Satu rdays."
Other fans are willing to drop football
un til 1999. "I'll probably watch TV," said
Leczna r. "There's noth ing else to do."
ln rea lit y,life in Clevela nd, or elsewhe re
for that matter, hasn 't ended wi th the d eparture of Modell's footba ll tea m. Rarher,
im erest in the Ravens a nd the furu re Browns
team will keep Cleveland's love of footbal l
alive and well.

Year: Freshman
Hometown: Westlake, Oh1o
Summer job: ride operator of
Thunder Canyon at Cedar Point
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Freshmen survival guide: learning the ropes at JCU
Upperclassmen provide helpful hints and insights for the class of 2000
Lisa Marie S-::..t::..:l-=.ck:..::an=.:.._ __
Staff Reporter

Fresh men . Last yearthey were
hingo[the hill but this year seems
to be an uplt~ll battle. So how does
one handle all the changes involved with star Ling over again at
a new school and a new environ ment? The folluwing article contams advice given byjohnCarroll
University upperclassmen to the
freshmen class.
CLASSES
Dealing with asstgnments can
be difficult when a student is new
to havmgsuch a heavy workload .
"Do not fall far behind," ad v1sed
JUnivr Emily !!ashier: Sophomore
Ted Rosati satd that in order to
keep up wtth your class work
freshmen should work ahead.
"Do everything as soon as you
get rt, keepmg up with the matenal makes the class less boring
and the time will go by faster," said
sophomore Barb Dittert.

A positiveattitude canalsohelp
whendealingwithdasses. "When
you go into a class thinking it will
be hard , it will be. Don't be negative," said junior Dano Savron.
Listening to feedback about
classes and teachers from experi enced students can alsohel pguide
the fledgling college student when
It comes to choosing classes for
next semes ter. junior Laura Frater
said, "Ask around about teachers
and classes and con sider what rhe
students say: You can use this information to help pick enjoyable
and worthwhile classes."
New students should use their
judgment and carefully pick their
courses. "Aside from core, take
what you like," said Mary
Shaughnessy, a sophomore.
"People drown when they don't
like what they are studying."
Senior Andy Fedoriw ad vised
that freshmen should not overload
their schedul es with a lot of diffi-

cult classes. Carla LaVigne, a senior, said, "Start off taking core
classes to get them ou t of the way,
especia 11 y philosophy." Junior
Brian Crego added , "Don't rake
a nything you do not need to take
and get m know your advisors."

reminds freshmen th at, "You do
not go to college to party. You are
spending money for classes that
will help your future."
Budgeting time is necessary in
the real world ,so it is important to
learn this skill while in college.
"Budgeting time is the biggest lesson to learn at school," said
Shaughnessy. "It can be difficult.
There is more free time in college
than inhighschooLand this extra
time can be spent watching television or sitting around if rhe student is not careful. Making lists
can be helpful."
LaVigne agreed that it is important to write down everything
you need to do in order to stay
organized and well-prepared. Regarding the budgeting of time,
Fedoriw simply added , "Learn to
do it."

PARTYING
Being away from home gives
freshmen an independence they
m1ght not know how to handle at
first. Hashier advised that freshmen save up their partying energies for the weekend. Moderation
is the key to partying for Frater,
adding that students should ,
"Have fun and make friends, but
use your judgment."
While the desire to party may
be stronger than the desire to study
Savron warned that freshmen ,
"Party only to celebrate accomplishments; do not party to get out
of doing things."
And just in case freshmen parents did not make it dear, Crego

Freshmen should take advantage of the unique experience
known as "community living."
Even though adjusting to this aspectof life may bedifficult at first.
LaVigne suggested that freshmen bring certain things from
home to help make their dorm
rooms feel more comfortable. For
example, favorite stuffed animals
or pictures and posters from his or
her bedroom at home are good
ideas for personalizing a room.
Ditrert also stressed the importance of making friends with the
people in one's dorm.
PlACES TOGO

Try to find something thara ppeals
to you."
LAUNDRY
Freshmen should be careful not
to wait until they are out of clean
underwear to think about doing
laundry.
If freshmen live close to home
Dittert advised that they should
go home and get their parents to
do it. This, according to Dittert,
will save time and money.
But for those who do not have
the convenience of a nearby home,
Dittert recommended , "Save your
quarters, they are like gold here."
LaVigne also advised to do laundry every week so that it does not
pile up.

dorms are not allowed to keep cars
on campus, it can be difficult togo
places. Crego said, "The Inn Between, Arabica and Pizzazz are
close by. The Flats and Coventry
are also fun."
For those who want to venture
out but do not have transportation, Shaughnessy recommended
that students use the rapid system
or RTA. These forms of public
transportation can take students
to many places including museums and downtown Cleveland.
Another good idea would be to
make friends with upperclassmen
who have access to cars.
In conclusion,keep in mind that

KST PIZZA: W.Wt SANfA'S UT1U ITALY
"NOT ONLY IS IT THE BEST PIZZA
BUT IT'S ALSO VERY CHEAP."

J£ST llANSPOlTATION: I.fA TH£ UPIP

RIDE ANYWHERE DOWNTOWN"

.

THEY ARE ALL GONE."

KST LOCAL lmAUUNT: tUACI1

"GREAT ITALIAN CUISINE AND VERY
AFFORDABLE."

HSTINN KtWnN MVNCIIY: PIIIU.Y WU
"GREASY . . . BUT SATISFYING."

mr JAl:

QUINN'S
"THE BATHROOM DOORS LET YOU GET TO KNOW
EVERYONE UP CLOSE AND PERSONALLY."

JEST EXllA..CUliCULAl ACTIVITY: RUttY

"A UTILE BLOOD NEVER HURT - IT'S
MERELY A FLESH WOUND."

KST T1W TO fO LAUNftY: FllfAY

"EVERYONE IS GETIING GEARED UP FOR
THE WEEKEND SO NO ONE WILL BE DOING IT."

LMNG IN THE DORMS

Most freshmen have heard the
cafeteria horror stories but it all
comes down to one simple piece
of advice. As Fedoriwsaid, "If you
have never heard of it before, do
not eat it."
But there are ways to survive.
La Vignerecommended earingsalads, ' cereal and soups. She also
advised to eat off campus whenever possible.
In case a freshman 's stomach
is not upforthefood, Dittertjoked,
"Make sure a bathroom is near you
at all times." According to Frater,
it is important to keep in mind
is different for

some little suggestions to pass the

"IF YOU CAN GET THEM BEFORE

ROOMMATES
lr can be very challenging to
liveinacrampeddormroomwith
a new person.
"Don't be high-strung about

Jist' WAY TO PlOCUST1NA1l: E-MAB.
"CHECK YOUR E-MAIL 50 TIMES A DAY; HEY
IT'S BETIER THAN READING YOUR PHILOSOPHY
BOOK AND WHO KNOWS, MAYBE YOU DO HAVE A
FRIEND."

PARKING
Commuting freshmen should
keep in mind that a parking pass
does not necessarily guarantee a
space to park. Hashier said that
the best way to find a parking
space is to arrive early. She said,
"You can always study, sleep or
socialize later."
In regards to safety, Rosati emphasized that one should not walk
to his or her car alone at night.
Campus Security is always available ro provide an escort.

SURVMNG THE CAFE

•
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Hell freezes over
Cleveland and Pittsburgh fans unite

things a nd don't expect your
roommate to necessarily be your
best friend ," said Shaughnessy.
learning how to compromise
with a new roommate is the best
way to avoid future conflicts. Es- •
tab! ish rules earl yon that will foster respect between roommates.
Also keep the lines of communication open.

BUDGETING TIME

A GUIDE TO LIVE BY

"$1. 50
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these first few weeks are only the
beginningofwhatshould be a most
memorable journey for freshmen .
Most students think that adjusting
to college life gets easier with time.
So hang in there!

Mari~ Trlvlsonno
Ass 1stant Features Ed 1tor

r...u rn sayers bdieving that the end of
the ,w,rJd is appmach i ng have more to back
thc rr clarm thi s: ··a r than the approachmg
millennium and rhe rising turbulence of
the world . In fact , the most convin cing argumen t for t he Apocalypse occurred in
neigh boring Pennsylvania last Sunday.
Sit down and take a long, deep breath. It
ha s been rumored that Cleveland Browns
f::~n s - Dawgs to t he bone - have been spotted
che ering for the enemy. The Pittsburgh
Sreele rs. In Pittsburgh. At a football game.
At Three Rivers Stadium.
Impossible, yet local news programs have
reponed that groups of Cleveland fans have
been bussed to Piusburgh for that purpose.
"I thought it would be the sweetest revenge to see the enemy of Art Modell kick
hi s hurt," said senior Matt Watts. "It's nothing ::~gainst the players.·
"It seems like the Browns fans will cheer
for Pitrsburgh," said Pittsburgh fan Kara
Barauskas. "It's awkward. The rivalry between Pittsburgh and Cleveland has gone
on for :.o long." Barauskas,a senior, said that
the 511] •J!{}rt may be superficial, but pointed
out that Cleveland fans did not necessarily
have to cheer for Pittsburgh in the first place.
Urs1rla Lecznar,asophomore, wouldconsidt>r rooting for Pittsburgh against the
Ravens but admitted she didn't even watch
the game.
"I watched the game, bur [the rivalry]
lo t some of the feeling," said sophomore
Brian Kowalski , a Clevelander.
Along with indifference, disappointment seems to betheoverwhelmingfeeling
in Cfc,·eland this football season.
"Modell fel r he had to make the business
move, hut it still was cruel to the fans who

have supported the
Browns through the
yea rs," said sophomore
Rochelle
ow inski.
Sophomore Pete
Polomski agreed. "I
feel like Cleveland has
been cheated ," he said.
"I miss the Browns.
Sundays aren't as exciting anymore."
Similar sentiments are found among
Pittsburgh fans who are upset to see the
rivalry end.
"I think it's sad," said sophomore Chuck
Palmer. "As a kid !always used togo to the
Pittsburgh-cleveland games. Everybody
in Pittsburgh misses the rivalry. It 's not the
same anymore."
"I just don't think it's the same as when
the Browns were here,"said Barauskas. "The
team has the same players but a different
attitude."
In fact, Pittsburgh seems to have joined
Cleveland roan extent in mocking the Baltimore Ravens. As if beating them 31-17
wasn't enough, Pittsburgh radio Djs referred ro rhe Ravens as "Birdies."
Also, an announcer mistakenly said,
"time-out Cleveland" instead of Baltimore
and the fans in Three Rivers Stadium
erupted in cheers.
But don't think that the rivalry between
Cleveland and Pittsburghisoverand a similar one will be started with the Ravens.
That is far from the truth.
"When Cleveland gets a team, the rivalry will be back. Nobody cares about
Baltimore," said Palmer.
"The distance between Cleveland and
Pittsburgh is so much closerthan that with

Baltimore," stressed Barauskas.
Cleveland fans agree. "Once we get a
team back the rivalry will be played up,"
said Kowalski.
So what exact] yare Clevelanders to do
on Sundays until salvation arrives in the
form of a new football team? Believe it or
not, one option appears to be cheering for
the Ravens.
"!like theplayersstill ,like Leroy Hoard,"
said sophomore Chris Newkirk. "But the
real reason I cheered for the Ravens is because I had money on the game "
"I rooted for the Ravens," said senior joe
Ferris. "I was born a Browns fan and I alwaysroot for the team who's playing against
the Steelers.
Watts said more time on <;undays will
probably be spent on homework ,but added ,
"I'm going to try to follow college foot ball
more on Saturdays."
Other fans are willing to drop football
until 1999. "I'll probably watch TV," said
lecznar. "There's nothing else to do."
In reality, life in Cleveland, or elsewhere
for that matter, hasn't ended with the departure of Modell's football team. Rarher,
interest in the Ravens and the furure Browns
team will keep Clevela nd 's love of football
alive and wel l.

Year: Freshman
Hometown: Westlake, Ohio
Summer job: ride operator of
Thunder Canyon at Cedar Point
Do you like the Arch Deluxe at
HcDonalds?: No. It tastes like a
cheeseburger and I don't like that.
If you could be a barnyard
JanimaLI,what would you be?: A
rooster because it gets evei)Qne up
and is the boss.
What is your favorite coin and
why?: A dime becuase it's small, light
and more valuable than a penny.
Do you know how to
Macarena?: Yes. It's OK but
1nF'l1Dif' do it a little too much.
do you wish you had
home?: my waterbed

Yott do11't 11eed to
l>e a GENIUS to
lJe a })art of the
(~arroll News.
You can't start out knowing everything.
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Dri~ coupons for the Ladies

LADIES NIGHT

Tuesday •• 9 p.m.

compliments of D.]. Dance Delite

KARAOKE CONTEST
(Prizes for all winners)
D.j. Dance De lite
(Latest
Hits)

INCOME
procaaaing mail lor
national company! Free
supplies. postage! No
salting! Bonuses! Stalt
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! fti515.A.S.E.:
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COLLEGE NIGHT
DJ and Drink

Specials

Daily Lunch and
Dinner Specials

Organizational Meeting
Mondau, September 16 at op.m.
in the LSC Conference Room
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Seplember 15
Football . dan.< . and pool
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Wing Night Monday Night
Footb>ll
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We need assistant editors, advertising representatives,
writers, pllotographers, graphic artists, and much morel

WE ARE LOOt\ING FOR
SOME NEW FACES AND
YOU MIGHT BE
PERFECf FOR THE JOB
NO EXPERIEN<I IS NECCESAAV, WE TIVJNI
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Scare up a good movie
for Friday the 13th

Things to do
on campus:

Coming Attractions
Anyonebelonging
to that melancholy
•
group known as
th e roman tica lly in ept need
worry no longer. Dr. judy
Kuriansky, host of the
nationally-syndicated call -in
radio show "Love Phones" brings
her expertise to Borders
bookstore when she signs her new book "The Complete Idiot's
GUJde to Dating" tomorrow, Friday. Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. As an added
bonus, Dr.Judy will answer a 11 your questions about love, sex and
dating. Border~ is located at 2101 Richmond Road, adjacent to
Beachwood Mall and ca n be reached by phone at 292-2660.

Sam Sublty

to be desired th is
flickcameou~bril

Entertainment Editor

The time has come. John
Carrol lites, to talk of many things.
shoes, and ships and ceiling
wax-of triskaidekaphobia. Yes,
that's triska ... well, no need to get
stuck in a rut here. It's simply the
fear of the number thirteen. And
since tomorrow happens to be Friday the 13th, the subjects of superstition and weird occurrences
hang heavily in the air.
But what occurrence could be
more odd than not having a thing
todoon a Friday night? lnordeno
prevent this, the following is a list
of movies tied in with the theme
of Friday the 13th and available in
the john Carroll Un iversity Video
Store. Now just grab the popcorn,
turn down the lights, and have a
screaming good time.

or

Friday the 13th or course,

OIW6 A De Lint Fa uuti

Reeves (left) and Cameron Diaz heat up the silver screen.
Probably best known for his adventures in saving a
busloadof innocent citizens from a mad bomber in the
•
actton-packed mov1e, Speed ,Keanu Reeves puts public
transportation aside tod ispla y an entirely different type of speednamely , steal1ng/ rescuing wives. In his new flick Feeling
Minnesota, opening tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 13, Reeves plays the
comica lly debonair jjaks who runs a way with his brother's newly
betrothed wife, Freddie(Cameron Diaz), after she fails for Reeves.
Also appearing in the film are Vincent D'Onofrio as the wronged
brother, Sam , and D-.m Aykroyd. Check papers for local theaters
and shownmes.
An~wUoyd

W eber's
acc l aimed
musical, Cats, purrs and slinks
its way into Cleveland's State
Theatre for a brief stay
beginning next Tuesday, Sept.
17 and running throughSunda y,
Sept. 22. The play was born in
1972 when Weber putTS. Eliot's book of verse,"Old Possum'sBook
of Practical Cats,' to mus1c after he picked up the volume in an
a1rpon bookshop. His resulting production is now one of the
longest-running musicals in thehistoryof Broadway. Performance
times are Tuesday through Saturday evenings at 8 p.m.; Sunday
ev~:ning at 7.30 p.m.; and SaiUrday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
Tickets range in price from $25 to $42. 50 (plus handling) and are
available by calling ADVANTIX at 241 -6000.

lllililll

Coming A!t raelions were compiled by Sam Subity. Artwork
by ]ej{Kne11e. Dates and limes are subject to change.

·what sort
oflisting of Friday the 13th movies
could be complete without the one
bearing the very name of the day?
Visit CampCrystal Lake,
where a group of camp
counselors open up for
business after a series
of VICIOUS and
unsolved murders
had shut down the
camp twenty years
before.
Ignoring
threats from local residents of
a "death curse,"
the counselors
&QaboJ,I.t b\lfi,-

ness as usual
until a killer
begins to
stalk and eliminatethemonebyone. This
being the first of the long series of
Friday the 13th's, those viewers attempting to keep with the theme
of the day shouldn't miss this one.
But should someone beat you to
this one, there's always Friday the

13th partXXX:)ason TakestheGeriat ric Ward.

Stephen Th Shi
King reigns as
e 'ning
the master of today's horror genre
and while the movies made from
his novels often leave something

Poltergeist

liantly, becoming
one of the mo st
well-known occult
jack
classics.
Nicholson stars as
the caretaker of a
lone! y old hotel
known fordrivingits
inhabitants insane.
Danny Lloyd plays
the psychic boy
whose uncanny ability-his "shin ing'unlocks visions of
evil. Two little girls
massacred in a hall way,a rotting corpse rising from a
bathtub and lots and lots of blood
make this the pick for those into
guts and gore.

Psycho

Another producer who is wellknown for cinematic marvels
from ET. to jurassic Park, Stephen
Spielberg brought
us this tale of a
family bothered
by beings of the
supernatural
persuasion. lt all
starts with a few
odd occurrences
for the Freeling
family, but soon their
house is turned into a swirlingsupernatural circus as the bothersome ghosts get out of hand. As is
thecasewithmanyexcellentmovies today, Poltergeist spawned a
series of sequels which, as is also
relativelycommon,never lived up
to the original movie. Called • a
work of art' by Time magazine,
this is a video for anyone interested in a good scare without too
much gore.

Do not pass the exit
s1gn. Do not collect
your change after renting a movie.
That is, if you have skipped over
the pioneer of the psychological
thriller. Though AIf red Hitchcock
produced many superb movies in
his heyday , none is as
superblycraftedas
Candyman Don't be taken
m by the mcePsycho, a story
of, wouldn't you sounding name. On a fright scale
know it, another of l to LO, this movie rates about a
lonely hotel, but 12, so any hardy youths brave
this one run by an enough to rent it should have the
eccentric named good sense to leave the lights on in
Norman Bates and the room or at least know where
his elderly mother the closest light switch is at all
who has a nasty habit times. Clive Barker,oneof Stephen
of stabbing unwary King's fellow horror writers,
bathers. (Mom, how weaves a tale about a children's
man times have I told
ome true when a
you-J you e om ·~;( .......lg~r~a:;.luiooa~teil;',l.jst"'u~e~~n~t;::.s re earc mto
murdenheguests,atleast modern folklore summons the
wait till after they've paid spirit of the dead. A slave spirit
their billl) Filmed before with a hook hand terrorizes
color movies, Psycho is a Chicago and it's up to a college
showcase of Hitchcock's guidance counselor to stop the
genius with such tricks as using murderous ghoul while avoiding
chocolate syrup in the place of those who would pin the killings
blood in the famous shower scene on her.
because the syrup
actually looked more like
Fast Facts. JCU Video Store
blood on black-andwhite film . You may
never take another
~: Wed. & Thurs. 4-9:30 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4-11 p.m.
shower without an
Sun. 4-9:30 p.m.
occasional glance over
your shoulder (or enjoy
~: $ 2 with discount card
Hershey's syrup like you
$ 2.50 w/o discount card
once did.)
Wed. and Thurs. 2 for $ 3

Presenting the Fall88.7 1996 Program Guide
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Morissette thrills soggy The Spiming Ed~e
throng at Blossom

0 Negative on their recent release,
October Rust , from the Roadrun"Safehouse' and the angry lead- ner Records label Kenny Hickey,
Headcrash
off ditty "Plugged ln." After "jock Johnny Kelly.]osh Silver and PeOverdose on Tradition
Anthem" comically attacks the ter Steele produce an album of
(Discovery)
actingcapabilitiesof millionaires rock anthems centering around
StevenSeagalandjeanC\aude Van themes of death and decay. Hence
Damme, clearly no form of injus- the album title. And much like
Near the back of their disc tice is safe. It is songs such as this, autumn, the tracks on this CD are
jacket, in a section titled 'Quotes however, that raise Headcrash filled with opposites.
Haunting lyrics in tersperse
to Remember,"· is listed Ronald above the run-of-the-mill angry
with chirping birds on ' Gree n
McDonald 's
Man ." "Red Water (Christmas
reply to a
Mourning)" features heavy metal
youngs ter 's
guitar imposed over such tradi question
tional Christmas favorites as "T he
"Where do
Carol of the Bells" and "God Rest hamburgers
Ye Merry Gentlemen.' With a l1 ttle
come from?"
more directi on, the contrasts
Says Ronald:
might become interestingthemes.
"Hamburgers?
However, thecreativeflowof Type
Hamburgers
0 Negative apparently dotted up
come from
before fulfilling its potential.
hamburger
And maybe it's the preoccupapatches."
OOil.cowry R«on.J,.
tion with death that resultsin such
The reda ploddingly funereal style. From
haired icon of Headcrash (left to right) are Shane, Nikolas.
the opening tune "I Love You to
American fast Roger, Ulli, Herwig and Allen. (Not pictured: Otto
Death" to the album's first radio
food is only Vat1 AIJt!en).
one of many targets for this oft- rock band . With thecatchy "King release "My Girlfriend 's Girltimes bitingly satirical band. On of the Chrome' and self-critical friend ," each song sounds oddly
their latest album, Overdose on "The Sell-out Daze": Wipe that halo familiar. In defense of this CD,
Tradition, Headcrash areona mis- off your head, you're to blame too, however, the music is grearly re sion: point out the flaws in "t}le Head crash easily make their point laxing. Get pasr rhe tangled im- ......
-buttheymakeitwithstyle. This ages and morbid themes, and
system."
here's a band that's fairly decent
Behind hip-hop vocals from one's defimtely worth a listen.
after a long day of class.
Shane Cooper and Allen Wright,
Nikolas Berthold (drums), Ulli Type 0 Negative
-reviews by Sam Subity
Frank (keyboards), Roger October Rust
lngenthron (guitar), Herwig (Roadrunner)
.f - - t . oft-.
Meyszner (guitar) and Otto Van
J) J' _,....
Alphen (bass) rock in an in-yourface style.
JJ .f! & - · Earthy. A vague adjective, true ,
JI ,p ,J) ,j) - ··~
Electronic music blended with
furious guitar energizes tracks but nonetheless an apt one to deJJ Jl JJ ,P ,!J - In&tent claaale
such as the politically cri tical scribe the seductive tunes of Type

Tl£ WORD ON r.EW RaEASES IN TI-E WORLD OF MJSIC

Kristen Schneldler

One of the most recent releases
from)aggedLittle Pi II," Head Over
"It's like raaai in, on your con- Feet," was one of the few songs
cerrday...' lnthemidstofthe local that really sounded different in
side effects from Hurricane Fran concert than on the disc.
which slowly made their way Morissetteactuallysounded melthrough Ohio and the rest of the low for a few brief moments. In
East Coast this past weekend, the fact, if it had not been for the rain,
show had to go on. The show was it is quite possible that a few lightAlanis Morissette, and the side ef- ers may have been waved during
fec ts from the hurricane were the this part of the performance.
torrents of rain that fell during the
Of course, Morissette was back
ent ire concert at Blossom Music to her bitter. and very energized,
self with a rousmg performance
Center Saturday night.
Df'spi te the terrible downpour, of "You Oughta Know," and later,
an ocean of dete1111ined fans with her encores of the ever-popushowed up for 1he sold-out con- lar "You Learn' and "Ironic.'
The only thing that may have
cert. Not JUSt th" pavilion, but the
ent ire lawu at Blossom was filled d isappointed some was that
to capacity. The only thing not Morissette did not perform very
totally true to form on this night many new songs, which more
was perhaps Morisette herself. She than a few of her fans are anxd1dn't sound nearly as angry in iously awaiting.
Of course, regardless of how
person as on her award-winning
album,jagged Little Pill. Not that much of a Morissette fan one was,
everyone had fun last Saturday
this was necessarily a bad thing.
Morissette opened with "All I night at Blossom. After all, if the
Really Want," followed by versions music didn't satisfy one's need for
of every song on her album, most thrills, there was plenty of
of which remained remarkably mudsliding and enough interestclose tot he recorded versions (very ing versions of rain outfits to keep
little improvisation). But she did the show exciting. And if you
not disappoint her fans, though at didn't dress appropriately for this
times Morissette seemed a little concert , believe me-"You
Learn(ed).'
more reserved than usual.
Int. News & Business Editor

Ever wish you were a part of it all?
YOU CAN BE

Experience IS

ENTERTAINMENT IS LOOKING FOR AN helpful. hut
ASSISTANT EDITOR AND WRITIRS.
we train!

PIZZAZZ

Welcome back John Carroll!
IVIR~

FRIDAY, SEPT 13
6:00
7:00
11:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
ll:OO
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTf>J\LL
$2.25 e>IG e>UDS
FREE PIZZA AT HALFTIME
lUESDAYS
$1.50 DOMESTICS e>OTTLES
WEDNESDAYS
HEINEKEN AND AMSTEL SPECIALS
15 CENT WINGS
THURSDAYS
THE JANGLERS UNPLUGGED
GUINNESS SPECIALS

SATIJRDAV, SEPT 14
FRIDAY, SEPT. 20
SPONSORED BY
ANHEUSER-BUSOI

FRIDAY, SEPT

SA11JRDAY, SEPT 23

WIIB IM THI B411~1MT
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Things to do
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Coming Attractions

Scare up a good movie
for Friday the 13th

on campus:

Anyonebelonging
to that melancholy
•
group known as
rhe romantically inept need
worry no longer. Dr. judy
Kuriansky, host of the
nationa lly-synd tcated ca !l-in
radio show 'Love Phones' brings
her expertise to Borders
bookstore when she s1gns her new book 'The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Dating' tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. As an added
bonus, Dr.J udy will answer a 11 your questions about love, sex and
daring. Border, is located at 2101 Richmond Road, adjacent to
Beachwood Mall and can be reached by phone at 292-2660.

Sam SUblty
Entertaim1e0t Editor

The time has come , john
CarroUites, to talk of many things.
Of shoes, and ships and ceiling
wax-of triskaidekaphobia. Yes,
that's triska ... well, no need to get
stuck in a rut here. It's simply the
fear of the number thirteen. And
since tomorrow happens to be Fridaythel3th, thesubjectsof superstition and weird occurrences
hang heavily in the air.
But what occurrence could be
more odd than not having a thing
todoon a Friday night? In orderto
prevent this, the following is a list
of movies tied in with the theme
of Friday the 13th and available in
the john Carroll University Video
Store. Now just grab the popcorn,
turn down the lights, and have a
screaming good time.

Friday the 13th

Cl~

The Carroll News, September 12, 1996

Ant line Featuru

Reeves (left) and Cameron Diaz heat up the silver screen.
Probably besr known for his adventures in saving a
busload of innocent citizens from a mad bomber in the
•
action-packed movie, Speed, Keanu Reeves puts public
transportation aside todispla yan entire! ydiff erenr type of speednamely, stealmg/rescuing wives In his new flick Feeling
Minnesota, opemng tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 13, Reeves plays the
comically debonair jjaks who runs away with his brother's newly
betrothed wife, Freddie (Cameron Diaz),after she falls for Reeves.
Also appearing in the film are Vincent D'Onofrio as the wronged
brother, Sam, and Dan Aykroyd . Check papers for local theaters
and showtimes.

Andrew Lloyd
Weber's
aceta imed
musical, Cats, purrs and slinks
its way into Cleveland's State
Theatre for a brief stay
beginning next Tuesday, Sept.
17 and running through Sunday,
Sept. 22. The play was born in
1972 when Weber putTS Eliot's book of verse,'Old Possum's Book
of Practical Cats,' to music after he picked up the volume in an
a1rport bookshop. His resulting production is now one of the
longest-runningmusicalsinthehistoryofBroadway. Performance
times are Tuesday through Saturday evenings at 8 p.m.; Sunday
evening at 7.30 p.m~ and Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
Tickets range in price from $25 to $42. 50 (plus handling) and are
available by callingADVANTIX at 241-6000.

iilliilllll

Coming Attractions were compiled by Sam Subity. Artworh
by jeff Kneile. Dares and times are subject to change.

to be desired, this
flick came out brilliantly, becoming
one of the most
well-known occult
classics.
Jack
Nicholson stars as
the caretaker of a
lone] y old hotel
knownfordrivingits
inhabitants insane.
Danny Lloyd plays
the psychic boy
whose uncanny abil ity-his ' shining'unlocks visions of
evil. Two little girls
massacred in a hallway,a rotting corpse rising from a
bathtub and lots and lots of blood
make this the pick for those into
guts and gore.

Psycho

Of course,

what sort
of listing of Friday the 13th movies
could becompletewithouttheone
bearing the very name of the day?
VisitCampCrystalLake,
where a group of camp
counselors open up for
business after a series
of
vicious and
unsolved murders
had shut down the
camp twenty years
before.
Ignoring
threats from local residents of
a 'death curse,'
the counselors

Do not pass the exit
stgn. Do not collect
your change after renting a movie.
That is, if you have skipped over
the pioneer of the psychological
thriller. Though AIfred Hitchcock
produced many superb movies in
his heyday , none is as
superbly craftedas
Psycho, a story
of, wouldn't you
know it, another
lonely hotel, but
this one run by an
eccentric named
Norman Bates and
his elderly mother
whohasa nasty habit
of stabbing unwary
bathers. (Mom, how
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until a killer
begins to
stalk and eliminate them one by one. This
being the first of the long series of
Friday the 13th's, those viewers attempting to keep with the theme
of the day shouldn't miss this one.
But should someone beat you to
this one, there's always Friday the

13th partXXX:}ason TakestheGeriatric Ward.
Stephen Th Shini
King reigns as
e . 'ng
the master of today's horror genre
and while the movies made from
his novels often leave something
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Poltergeist
Another producer who is wellknown for cinematic marvels
from E.T. to jurassic Park, Stephen
Spielberg brought
us this tale of a
family bothered
by beings of the
supernatural
persuasion. It all
starts with a few
odd occurrences
for the Freeling
family, but soon their
house is turned intoaswirlingsupernatural circus as the bothersome ghosts get out of hand. As is
thecasewith many excellent movies today, Poltergeist spawned a
series of sequels which, as is also
relatively common, never lived up
to the original movie. Called ·a
work of art' by Time magazine,
this is a video for anyone interested in a good scare without too
much gore.

Candyma

Don't be taken
in by the nicesounding name. On a fright scale
of I to 10, this movie rates about a
12, so any hardy youths brave
enough to rent it should have the
good sense to leave the lights on in
the room or at least know where
the closest light switch is at all
times. CliveBarker,oneofStephen
King's fellow horror writers,
weaves a tale about a children's
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THE WORD ON t£W RB.EASES IN TI-E WORLD OF MJSIC

Kristen Schneldler
Int. News & Business Editor

"It's like raaaiin, on your concertday... " In the midst of the local
side effects from Hurricane Fran
which slowly made their way
through Ohio and the rest of the
East Coast this past weekend, the
show had to go on. The show was
Alanis Morissette, and the side effects from the hurricane were the
torrents of rain that fell during the
entire concert at Blossom Music
Center Saturday night.
Despite the terrible downpour,
an ocean of detet mined fans
showed up for 1 he sold-out concert. Not just th.: pavilion, but the
entire lawu at Blossom was filled
to capacity. The only thing not
tota lly true to form on this night
was perhaps Morisette herself. She
didn't sound nearly as angry in
person as on her award-winning
album,Jagged Little Pill. Notthat
this was necessarily a bad thing.
Morissette opened with "All I
Really Want," followed by versions
of every song on her album, most
of which remained remarkably
close to the recorded versions (very
little improvisation). But she did
not disappoint her fans. though at
times Morissette seemed a little
more reserved than usual.

One of the most recent releases
from jagged Little Pi II, "Head Over
Feet," was one of the few songs
that really sounded different in
concert than on the disc .
Morissette actually sounded mellow for a few brief moments. In
fact, if it had not been for the rain,
it is quite possible that a few lighters may have been waved during
this part of the performance.
Of course, Morissette was back
to her bitter, and very energized,
self with a rousing performance
of "You Oughta Know," and later,
with herencoresof the ever-popular "You Learn" and "Ironic."
The only thing that may have
disappointed some was that
Morissette did not perform very
many new songs, which more
than a few of her fans are anxiously awaiting.
Of course, regardless of how
much of a Morissette fan one was,
everyone had fun last Saturday
night at Blossom. After all, if the
music didn't satisfy one's need for
thrills, there was plenty of
mudsliding and enough interesting versions of rainoutfits to keep
the show exciting. And if you
didn't dress appropriately for this
concert, believe me-"You
Learn(ed)."

Ever wish uou were a part of it all?
YOU CAN BE

Experience 1s

ENltRTNNMENT IS LOOKING FOR AN helpful, but
ASSISTANT EDITOR AND WRiltRS.

gra uate stu en s re earc mto
murdert guests,at
modern folklore summons the
wait till after they've paid spirit of the dead. A slave spirit
their bill!) Filmed before with a hook hand terrorizes
color movies, Psycho is a Chicago and it's up to a college
showcase of Hitchcock's guidance counselor to stop the
genius with such tricks as using murderous ghoul while avoiding
chocolate syrup in the place of those who would pin the killings
blood in the famous shower scene on her.
because the syrup
actually looked more like
Fast Facts. JCU Video Store
blood on black-and white film. You may
never take another
~: Wed. & Thurs. 4-9:30 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4-11 p.m.
shower without an
Sun. 4-9:30 p.m.
occasional glance over
your shoulder (or enjoy
~: $ 2 with discount card
Hershey's syrup like you
$ 2.50 w/o discount card
once did.)
Wed. and Thurs. 2 for $ 3
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Morissette thrills soggy The Spiming lEdge
throng at Blossom

'Safehouse" and the angry leadoff ditty "Plugged ln." After "Jock
Anthem" comically attacks the
acting capabilities of millionaires
StevenSeagalandJean Claude Van
Dam me, clearly no form of injustice is safe. It is songs such as this,
however, that raise Headcrash
above the run-of-the-mill angry

Overdose on Tradition
(Discovery)

Near the back of their disc
jacket, in a section titled 'Quotes
to Remember,"· is listed Ronald
McDonald's
reply to a
youngster's
question
"Where do
hamburgers
come from?"
Says Ronald:
"Hamburgers?
Hamburgers
come from
hamburger
patches."
c r""'"""Y a,...,
The redhaired icon of Header ash (left to right) are Shane, Nikolas,
American fast Roger, Ulli, Herwig and Allen. (Not pictured: Otto
food is only Van AIJ:tlen).
one of many targets for this oft- rock band. With thecatchy "King
times bitingly satirical band. On of the Chrome" and self-critical
their latest album, Overdose on "The Sell-out Daze"·Wipethathalo
Tradition,Headcrashareona mis- off your head, you're to blame too,
sion: point out the flaws in "the Headcrasheasilymake their point
-buttheymakeitwithstyle. This
system."
Behind hip-hop vocals from one's definitely worth a listen.
Shane Cooper and Allen Wright,
Nikolas Berthold (drums), Ulli Type 0 Negative
Frank (keyboards), Roger October Rust
lngenthron (guitar), Herwig (Roadrunner)
Meyszner (guitar) and Otto Van
Alphen (bass) rock in an in-yourface style.
Earthy. A vague adjective, true,
Electronic music blended with
furious guitar energizes tracks but nonetheless an apt one to desuch as the politically critical scribe the seductive tunes of Type

&&

0 Negative on their recent release,

October Rust, from the Roadrunner Records label. Kenny Hickey,
johnny Kelly, josh Silver and Peter Steele produce an album of
rock anthems centering around
themesofdeathanddecay. Hence
the album title. And much like
autumn, the tracks on this CD are
filled with opposites.
Haunting lyrics intersperse
with chirping birds on 'Green
Man." "Red Water (Christmas
Mourning)" features heavy metal
guitar imposed over such traditional Christmas favorites as 'The
Carol of the Bells" and "God Rest YeMerryGentlemen." Withahttle
more direction, the contrasts
might become interesting themes.
However, the creative flow of Type
0 Negative apparently clotted up
before fulfilling its potential.
And maybe it's the preoccupation with death thatresultsinsuch
a ploddingly funereal style. From
the opening tune "I Love You to
Death" to the album's f1rst radio
release "My GirHricnd 's Girlfriend," each song sounds oddly
familiar. In defense of this CD,
however, the music is greatly relaxmg. Get past the tangled im ages and morbid themes, and
here's a band that's fairly decent
after a long day of class.
-reviews by Sam Subity
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Headcrash

Presenting the Fall88.7 1996 Program Guide
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PIZZAZZ

Welcome back John Carroll!
IV"IBY WIIK I.M THI B411J4I.MT

FRIDAY. SEPt 13
6:00
7:00
li:OO
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
11:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTf>ALL
$2.25 E>IG E>UDS
FREE PIZZA J\ T HALFTIME
lUESDAYS
$1.50 DOMESTICS OOTILES
WEDNESDAYS
HEINEKEN AND AMSTEL SPECIALS
15 CENT WINGS
THURSDAYS
THE J ANGLERS UNPLUGGED
GUINNESS SPECIALS

SATIJRDAY, SEPt 14
FRIDAY. S[I'T. 20
SPONSORED BY
ANHEUSER-B(Jj(Jf

FRIDAY, SEPT.

SA11JRDAY, SEPT. 2()
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20680 Ro·rth Park Blvd. 321-7272

l'·n t'he basement of Pizzazz
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Streaks lose key starter to season-ending injury, open OAC play on Sunday
Assistant Sports Editor- - -

Playing a f:1miliar foe at
Wasmer Field could not have come
at a better time Lr the john Carroll University men 's soccer team .
The Blue Streaks head into
Sunday's action with Ohio Ath leticConferencerivalOhio orthern hav ing dropped their match
at Kenyon last Saturday, 3-1.
JCU entered the contest against
the Kenyon Lords a fter opening
the l996campaign with identical
l-0 losses at Albion and Alma (Ml),
despi teoutshooting both teams by
a combined total of 58-13. Upon
returning to Ohio,the Blue Streaks
fough t back from an early deficit
aga inst the ninth-ranked Lords,
only w fa ll for the third time in as
many games.
Kenyon scored two quick goa ls
before se ni or Ad rian De l Busso
scored j ohn Carroll's first goal of
the seaso n on a d irect free kick
with 14:14 rema ini ng in the
fir st ha lf. Del
Busso's tally,
wh ich ra ised
h is
ca ree r
point total to
46, was one of
o nl y 12 Blue
Streak cracks
at the net At
the other end
of th e field ,

on one of our couches,
put your feet up
on the coffee table,
and enjoy
an ocean of cheap brew.
Or climb up
on the washer I dryer
and show of£
your spin cycle.
Hey, we can't help you with school,
but we know how to PARTY!''

also worked hard this summer. It
hurts because we lose speed and
depth."
With Aschenbrenerout for the
year,thefastforwardcombination
of senior Brady Brosnahan, last
season's leadingscorer,andsophomore jon Bowman will have to
pick up some of the slack.
"There's no doubt that losing
Chipwillhurtus," Brosnahansaid
"He has a great shot and passes
well. The shots have been coming
for us as a team, but we've been a
little unlucky. Thegoalsaregoing
to come. Right now, some key injuries like Aschenbre ner and jeff
Hunkele (knee) are our main con cern."
The Streaks will open up conference play Sunday when they
host Ohio Northern in a 2 p.m.
contest at Wasmer Field. The Polar Bears enter the match up undefeated at 2-0, but the Blue Streaks
won last year 's meeting in Ada by
a margin ofl-

0.

"This Is the most
talented team
we've had since
I've been [at John
Carroll}. We'vve

jneut ~ i ~
Grant

~e ~

just been unlucky

Although
the
Blue
Strea ks have
gotten off to a
slow star t,
Mast is confident in t he
tea m's ab ilities to rebound.
"This is the
most talented

Mast

a
en yon s 4
shots.
"We played
well in thefirst
half, bu t we
ca me out flat
in the second
half a nd just
ran out of gas,"
sa id Mast, a
first team all
conference selection last season.
As if losing their first three
matches was not rough enough
on the Blue Streak s. ~he team also
lost the se rv ices of speedy
midfi elder Chip Aschenbrener.
The junior standout suffered a broken leg during the Kenyon game
and will be lost for the remainder
of th e season.
"!Losing Aschenbrene r] is a
s hame ," said Mast. "He worked really hard to make it back last year
after knee surgery, a nd I know he

rroliL" Mast
sa id. "We've
just been unl uck y so fa r.
Our big goal
this year is to
make
the
Grant Mast NCAA tourna m ent .
We've been
e xtremely
close the past few years, and once
we start to get things going our
way, everything will come together.·
"Every year it seems that we are
not expected to do well, then we
surprise everyone by winning the
league," coach Ali Kazemain i said.
"Because we lost some seniors, we
probably will not be the favorite
to win [the OAC] again this year.
But l believe we have a good chance
to surprise people once more and
win the OAC title."

goal this year Is to
make the NCAA
tournament."

Come out to tbe patio and
see FIRST LIGHT every Wed. night!

Join us everu Thurs.
for LADIES NIGHT!
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Men's soccer suffers three losses to start season
Steven R. Colaidnnl

NKICKBACK

SPORTS

The Carroll News, September 12, 1996

Members of the men's soccer team try to stay cool 'Nhile practicing for their game at Kenyon.

V-ballers open '96 at .500
Return all members from last season's Elite Eight team
Kevin Baclvnan
Staff Reporter

What m ust it have fe lt like
walking off the court after last
season's loss in the NCAA Division Ill quarterfin als to Cal
Luthe ran k nowi ng that every
single player would be back next
yea r?
W hile next year was probably
the furthest thing from Coach
Gretchen Wei tbrech t's mind,a full
isexactlywhatshe has going into
herseventh seasonasStrea ks' head
volleyball coach.
AIthough 11 players lettered o n
last year's Eli te Eight team, she
does not think things will simply
fall right into place.
"I think if people look at how
we finished last year and the core
of people coming back, [they'll]
assume we will just pick up right
wnere we lef toff," Weitbrechtsaid.
"But we do not just pick up where
we left off. Our play is far better
than at this point last year, but we
are still doing things on the floor
that are hurting ourselves.·
JCU is 4-4 so far on the year
and went 2-2 overt he weekend at
the Thomas More Skiline Chili
Classic in Kentucky, winning
matches from Emory and Thomas
More but falling to Ithaca and UWLacrosse. Senior Katy Perrone led
the squad and received all-tour-

nament honors for the second
straight week by leading JCU in
kills. digs, blocks, and pass receptions and also grabbed Ohio Ath letic Conference honors as Player
of the Week.
Senior outside hi tter Stacy
Bongini said the pre-season tournament schedule is a good way to
find a set lineup before Ohio Ath letic Conference play begin s.
"It's betterto

thmg,s worked

capable of stepping up."
Weitbrecht said she expects
Bongini, sophomores Amy Bakos
and Nicole Peterson,and freshmen
joanna Lecznar and Melissa
Samblanet to either ste p into that
spot or provide support off the
bench.
Senior captain Katy Perrone
knows what the team is capable
of, and she is confident that the
team wi\1 do wd\ in

workthemout
said. ~did last year,' said !Wrone, •a nd
" I think the experience
sea- we will be ve ry hard to beat as
son ] will help because everyone is long as we focus on each match
instead of lookout to beat
ing ahead."
us."
The Streaks
T h e "... we will
very
also
ret ur n
Streaks w ill
sophomore setbe without hard to beat as
ter Leslie Dissel
t he services
whoset a school
of junior Pam
long as we focus
wi th
record
J imison who
1,252 digs, and
lead rhe OAC
sophomore setlast year with on each match
te r
Moll y
578 digs. She
Ridenour who
had recon - Instead of looking
led the team in
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Streaks lose key starter to season-ending injury, open OAC play on Sunday
Steven R. Colaidnnl

on one of our couches,
put your feet up
on the coffee table,
and enjoy
an ocean of cheap brew.
Or climb up
on the washer I dryer
and show off
your spin cycle.
Hey, we can't help you with school,
but we know how to PARTY!"

;

Pl a ying a f~ miltar foe at
Wasmer Field cou!J not have come
at a better time Lr the john Carroll University men 's soccer team .
The Blue Streaks head into
Sunday's action with Ohio Athletic Conference rival Ohio Northern having dropped their match
at Ken yon last Saturday, 3-l.
jCUentered thecomestagainst
the Kenyon Lords after opening
the l996campaign with identical
1-0 losses at Albion and Alma (Ml),
despiteoutshooting both teams by
a combined total of 58-13. Upon
returning to Ohio, the Blue Streaks
rough t back from an early deficit
against the ninth-ranked Lords,
only to fall for the third time in as
many games_
Kenyon scoreJ twoquickgoals
before senior Adrian Del Bussa
scored john Carroll's first goal of
the season on a direct free kick
with 14:14 remaininginthe
first halL Del
Bussa's tally,
which raised
his
career
point total to
46, was one of
only 12 Blue
Streak cracks
at the net. At
the other end
of the field ,

also worked hard this summer. It
hurts because we lose speed and
depth."
With Aschenbrener out fonhe
year, the fast forward combination
of senior Brady Brosnahan, last
season's leadingscorer,andsophomore Jon Bowman will have to
pick up some of the slack.
"There's no doubt that losing
Chip will hun us,"Brosnahansaid.
"He has a great shot and passes
well. The shots have been coming
for us as a team , but we've been a
little unlucky. Thegoalsaregoing
to come. Right now, some key injuries like Aschenbrener and jeff
Hunkele (knee) are our main concern."
The Streaks will open up conference play Sunday when they
host Ohio orthern in a 2 p.m.
contest at Wasmer Field. The Polar Bearse mer the matchupundefeated at 2-0, but the Blue Streaks
won last year 's meeting in Ada by
a margin ofl0.
Although
the
Blue
Streaks have
gotten off to a
slow start,
Mast is confident in the
team's abilities to rebound.
"This is the
most talented

"This Is the most
talented team
we've had since
I've been [at John
carroll}. We'vve

jn ~t ~ i

~ ~e ~

Grant

Mast

just been unlucky

sa
en yon s 4
shots.
"We played
well in the first
half, but we
came out flat
in the second
half and just
ran out of gas,"
said Mast, a
first team a II
conference selection last season.
As if losing their first three
matches was not rough enough
on the Blue Streaks, the team also
lost the services- of speedy
midfielder Chip Aschenbrener.
Thejuniorstandoutsuffered a broken leg during the Kenyon game
and will be lost for the remainder
of the season.
"!Losing Aschenbrener] is a
shame," said Mast. "He worked really hard to make it back last year
after knee surgery, and I know he

rroli),"Mast
said. "We've
just been unlucky so far_
Our big goal
this year is to
make
the
Grant Mast NCAA tournament .
We've been
extremely
close the past few years, and once
we start to get things going our
way, everything will come together."
"Every year it seems that weare
not expected to do well, then we
surprise everyone by winning the
league," coach Ali Kazemainisaid.
"Because we lost some seniors, we
probably will not be the favorite
to win [the OACI again this year.
But I believe we have a good chance
to surprise people once more and
win the OAC title."

tournament."

Come out to the pado and
see FIRST LIGHT every Wed. nigbt!

Join us everu Thurs.
for LADIES NIGHT!
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Men's soccer suffers three losses to start season
Assistant Sports Editor_ _ _ -

"KICKBACK
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Members of the men's soccer team try to stay cool while practicing for their game at Kenyon

V-ballers open '96 at .500
Return all members from last season's Elite Eight team
Kevin Bactvnan
Staff Reporter
What must it have felt like
walking off the court after last
season's loss in the NCAA Division III quarterfinals to Cal
Lutheran knowing that every
single player would be back next
year?
While next year was probably
the furthest thing from Coach
Gretchen Weitbrech t's m ind,a [ul \

nament honors for the second
straight week by leading JCU in
kills, digs, blocks, and pass receptions and also grabbed Ohio Athletic Conference honors as Player
of the Week.
Senior outside hitter Stacy
Bongini said the pre-season tournament schedule is a good way to
find a set lineup before Ohio Athletic Conference play begins.
"It's better to
th ings work ed

is exactly what she has going into
her seventh season as Streaks' head
volleyball coach.
Although ll players lettered on
last year's Elite Eight team, she
does not think things will simply
fall right into place.
"I think if people look at how
we finished last year and the core
of people coming back, lthey'lll
assume we wi II just pick up right
wnereweleftoff,"Weitbrechtsaid.
"But we do not just pick up where
we left off. Our play is far better
than at this point last year, but we
are still doing things on the floor
that are hurting ourselves."
JCU is 4-4 so far on the year
and went 2-2over the weekend at
the Thomas More Skiline Chili
Classic in Kentucky, winning
matches from Emory and Thomas
More but falling to Ithaca and OWLacrosse. Senior Katy Perrone led
the squad and received all-tour-

wedid lastyear,'saidPerrone, "and
work them
" I think the experience
sea- we will be very hard to beat as
son! will help because everyone is long as we focus on each match
i nstcad of lookout to beat
ing ahead."
us."
The Streaks
T h e
also
return
Streaks will
sophomore setbe without
ter Leslie Dissel
the services
who set a school
of junior Pam
record
with
Jimison who
1,252 digs, and
lead the OAC
sophomore setlast year with on each match
ter
Molly
578 digs. She
Ridenour who
had reconled the team in
structive
blocks.
knee surgery
au,
JCU travels
in june and
Katy Perrone to Baldwinwill be out for
Wallace this
the season.
weekend for the
"From a
work ethic and intensity stand- Baldwin-Wallace College Invitapoint, she's a super player," tional before hosting the john
Weitbrechtsaid,"but l think there Carroll Invitational September 20
are players on this team who are and2L

capable of stepping up."
Weitbrecht said she expects
Bongini, sophomores Amy Bakos
and Nicole Peterson,and [reshmen
joanna Lecznar and Meli sa
Samblanet to either step into that
spot or provide support off the
bench.
Semor captain Katy Perrone
knows what the team is capable
of, and he is confident that the
team wlll do w U in

"... we will be very
hard to beat as
long as we focus

Instead of looking
ahe -11."
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Football kicks off season with 22-0 victory
t.!t'!!",ound eff~:,~"~;,~~;"~;,~o;~ ~;~~;,~~!~ s~~;~~~.~~~~~m;}~;k.c,~!~a,"i~~

Sports Reporter
The john Carroll University
football team kicked off the 1996
campaign last Saturday at
Biletnikoff Field with a 22-0 defeat of Gannon (PA) College. It
was the team's first shutout victory since a 9-0 decision over
Baldwin-Wallace in November
1994.
Constant rainfall forced both
reams to contend with a slick and
sloppy surface, but the Streaks
won rhewarof conditions thanks
to a solid ground game. Behind a
revamped offensive line that featured just one returnmg starter,
the Blue Streak backfield of seniors Carmen llacqua and Chad

32 carries.
"Improving the running game
was a commitment we made in
the off-season," said Coach Tony
DeCarlo. "ltwasanareawewanted
to improve. The weather helped
us work it into our scheme.·
The Blue Streaks struck first
with just over three minutes left
in the first quarter when sophomore quarterback Nick Case rio
hooked up with senior Dave Davis
on a nine-yard touchdown pass.
Rankin opened the drive with a
2(}-yard run and llacqua followed
with a 41-yard scamper to set up
the score.
Late in the second quarter, after Caserio found Davis for a 43-

his second touchdown pass of the
game, a five-yarder to llacqua.
Case rio fin ished the game 7 of lO
for92yardswithtwotouchdowns
and one interception.
The third quarter was like
punting practice, with each team
bootingtheballawaythreetimes.
But in the fourth quarter, thepractice paid off for JCU senior punter
Don Caserta, who poached a kick
to the Gannon three-yard line.
Twoplayslaterjuniordefensive
tackle Nate Kurash sacked
Gannon quarterback Todd
Heigley in the end zone. Heigley
wascalledforintentionalgrounding that resulted in a safety and a
lS-0 lead for the Streaks.

Women's soccer starts season 0-3
Team begins seven game home stand next week
Matt Ra I
Sports Reporter
Despite a lack of senior leadership, the john Carroll University
women 's soccer team hopes to be
competitive this season behind an
experienced new coach and an
enth usiasticgroupof underclassmen.
Kellie Leeman begins her first
season as head soccer coach with
a strong background in the sport.
She played four years of Division 1
soccer at the University of Maine
before becoming a graduate assistant at Husson College.
Leeman next went on to help de~lop pl
f01" 0\ym
competition. Last year, she was head
women's soccer coach and assistant sports information director
(SlD) at Southern Utah. She also
serves as assistant SID this year at
Carroll
"I'm very excited to be here,"
said Leeman. "I think Coach
DeCarlo ()CU athletic director)
and the University have made a
commitment to the program by

hiring a full -time coach ."
Leeman's goa Is are to build the
program as the women become
accustomed to her coaching style.
She feels it is important to "teach
them how to win." Instead of an
offensive-minded attack, the focus has been more on passing and
control! ing possession of the ball.
JCU is coming off an injuryplagued 199Sseason in which they
finished with a record of 7-8-l.
jCU lost key offensive threats Thea
Cansler and Molly Burke (thecareer leader in points scored inJCU
history) to graduation.
This year's squad consists of
only one senlor, which will force
th e underclassmen to step up. A
lot of pressure falls on the shoulders of freshman goalkeeper,
Maura Gatto. Key returnees inc! udeco-captai ns jumor Shannon
Sullivan and senior Annie
Klekamp on offense and junior
Dan ielle LaCour anchoring the defense.
Despite youth and inexperience, the Streaks have set high

goals for this season.
"!At the beginning of the season], coach told us we could win
the OAC," said Sullivan. "We
started off slowly, but we'vecome
together quickly as a team.·
The slow start has lef t]CU with
a record of 0-3. Earlierthismonrh,
in a tournament played at Baldwin
Wallace, they lost to Allegheny
College and Alfred College by
scores of 2-0 and 4-2. The second
game was decided in overtime
with Sullivan and Klekamptallying theJCU goals. A week ago, the
Carrolllosingstreakgrew to three
in a 2-0 loss to Walsh College.

theensuingf ree kick when Ilacqua swarmmgdefensethat also forced
returned the Gannon punt 74 t~ree turnovers. Seniors defenyards for a touchdown. He fin- stve tackle Ryan Carter and !meished the
backer Dean
day with
Lamirand re2SS all- "We Wanted
co vere d
pur pose
fumbles while
yards: 91 establiSh a tone for
senior defenrushing, IS
si ve
back
receiving, the ent/re seaSOn.
Scott Youmell
74
on
snare hed an
kickoff re- We've proven that
int~rcepwtion.
turns and
e
75 on punt We'// be a fOrCe tO be
wanted toesreturns.
tablish a tone
"Going reckoned W/th. n
for the entire
in,
we
season," said
knew the
senior defenfield was
Scott O'Donnell sive end Scott
not the
O'Donnell,
greatest of
who added lO
surfaces," llacqua said. "The foot- tackles. "We've proven that we'll
ing was real bad, so we went right be a force to be reckoned with."
at them.·
"Everyone stepped up," Coach
TheJCU defense befuddled the DeCarlo added. "I was happy with
Gannon offense all day long, al- our performance.·
lowing only lOS total yards and a
John Carroll is off until Saturmere nine net yards rushing. Se- day,September21 when they travel
nior linebackers Chris Anderson to Ohio Northern for a 1:30 p.m.
and London Fletcher added !Sand kickoff.

tO

CC runs at Case
Pagano places second overall

Lanese unpacked her things and
Jonathan Kase
Sports Editor
kicked off her first season as the
In the opening meet of the 1996 women's coach by overseeing a
crosscountryseasonjohnCarroll third place team finish out of six
University's men's team did some teams in the women's half of the
"Even thQI.I&.b.._~ bJ~n,..·~~-:'packing,• ·
YiQ
w Case meet.
yet," Coach Leeman said, "we've ro some unpacking.
n 1vi ua y, res man
te
played hard in every game. With
Sophomore james Van Dress Pagano led the women with a time
onlyl4playersonrheream,llhave led the Carroll men at the Case of 20:31 and second place overall
to play most of the time."
Western Reserve Invitational by honors. The squad also had three
JohnCarrollplayedWednesday taking lOth place overall with a other top twenty finishers includnight at Wooster and comes home time of 29:09. Hew as pleased with ingfreshmanMollyMayerinlOth,
on Wednesday, September 18th to his performance but still found junior Penny Roxas in 16th and
senior Amy Fenske in 20th.
open Ohio Athletic Conference room for im·
"In
talking
play. Mount Union visits Wasmer provement.
with a few freshField at 4 p.m. to kick off a seven
"l
was
men girls over the
game home stand.
happy to get "I just want us to
summer,
!came in
a trophy. I
Members of the women's soccer team practice last week in preparation for their game against
with high expec50
was
sec- do better every
Wooster.
J"'hHdnun
tations after I
onds faster
heard some of
this
year meet...
their
stats," said
than
last
Lanese. "lt was
year," said
Van Dress. "lt
Coach Lanese nice to see what
was on paper
was an OK
come
out at the
start for us,
meet."
but a lot sti II
"1 just want to see us do better
needs to be done. We need to get
more mileage in during practice." every meet, even if it is one place
The Blue Streaks took fourth better," continued Lanese. "I would
place out of five teams, but placed like to see each individual runner
two other runners in the top 30 improve."
Stealing the show at the Case
with freshman Nick Sellers in 20th
and junior Mike Garbera in 29th. meet was the Grove City team
The "packing" for the men came which took first in both the men's
with four runners bunched and women 'sdivisions.
Next up for the Blue Streak runaround the 34-minute mark.
For the women, Coach Kathy ners is the Allegheny Classic on
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Rocky vs. Iron Mike
Jonathan Kaae _ _ __
Sports Edit or
Shadowboxing in· a meat
locker. Running through the
city streets. Chopping wood.
Pu Ui ng a sleigh through snow.
Lifting rocks.

Commentary
Rocky had the training regimen of Hercules. And in the
ring, he had the chin of a
Champion. Just ask Ivan
Drago.
He fought for peanuts. He
fought for titles. He fought for
pride.
We know Bruce Seldon
cared about none of these. He'll
get his $5 milion and probably
never be heard from again. Or
he'll star in a pizza commercial.
Thehypewasagoodasever,
and the bout wassuppossed to
be worthy of it all. Champions
from two separate fragments
of the heavyweight world of
boxing going head to head.
Shouldn 't we have realized
what a joke it would really .be?
Some friends and [ called
the cable company. We got
caught up in the hype with
some small-change wagering,
and cheers to rattle windows
arose when the pay-per-view
fmally was connected to our
TV. We enjoyed the prelimi-

nary female slugfest but suffered couldgiveyoufi~milionrea
through the two prematurely- sons right now.
What was it Oswald said
calledmaleundercards. Shouldn't
we have known right then?
in Oliver Stone's JFK? ·rm a
But then the music began and patsy?" Just like Seldon A
the man who wins fights by way pawn in Don King's chess
of myth and the power of money game.
I'm still pretty sure Tyson
made his way to the ring. I admit
right here that 1am caught up in is the best boxer around today.
the legend of Mike Tyson. I But w\ll wecverseehimgetto
thought he'd win in a walk. But I prove it? Not likely. This sport
thought, too,thathe'd have to land has been surrounded by scandal since its inception.
at least one punch to do it
It Is nOl Iike! y to change
I should have known yet again
now. And
when "Bouncing
I'm not
Bruce" came out
likely to
of
his
advocate
lockerroom like One hundred nine
throwing
a Gummy Bear
with a smile on
couple away 40
bucks like
his face like in a
that ever
toothpastecom- of
again.
mercial. The
Espestage was set and a
later cially
not
like a WWF
when I
match, but the and It was all over.
can watch
match we were
areal box·
about to witness
had actors who make The Ulti- ingmatch.
Rocky ASKS to get hit. He
mate Warrior and Big john Stud
look like Academy Award win· bouncess back up off the can·
vas. And his opponents don't
ners.
One hundred nine seconds, a rake dives. I'll just plop in my
couple of strong breezzes, and a videotape to watch that "piece
nudge later, it was all over. I can't of iron" and hope Don King,
even say Seldon had a weak chin. Mike Tyson, and his next opHis legs looked like he'd been on a ponentaresomewherewatchboat for the last 20 years, though. ing too.
"If I can change, and you
They shook and shimmied more
than jello during an earthquake. can change, we all can
But for what reason? I'm sure he change."

seconds, a
strong breezes
nudge

Sports Flashes
KatyPerrone received honors as theOhioAthletic Conference
Player of the Week for the week of September lst. She was named
to the all-tournament teams in both the Hornet Invitational and
the Thomas More Skiline Chili Classic.
Senior linebacker Chris Anderson was named as The Sporting
News' preseason Division lll Defensive Player of the Year. Senior
defensive end Scott O'Donnell wasalsonamed as a preseason AllAmerican.
College Footba II Preview named five Blue Streaks as preseason
All-Americans. Anderson, O'Donnell,and fellowseniorsCarmen
Ilacqua, Nick Petty, and Scott You mel! all received this honor.
SeniorsMike Horan and DonCasertaandjuniorjohnSikora were
named as scholar athletes by this same publication.
john Carroll graduate Brian Unk won Player of the Year honorsamonggolfers in Division Ill by scoring the best in the NCAA
Division Ill golf tournament last spring.
The Men's tenms team finished second this past spring in the
Ohio Athletic Conference. The team of Andrew Perry and Bryan
Mohler and the ream of Ed Schmitt and Mark Gentile took first
place at first and second doubled respectively, and Perry capped
his season with an individual title at second singles, too.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!

1ST CyberTech Computers
All systems built to your own specs
P7S/P I OO/P120/P133/P150 at only
$8~9/$939/$10491%1249/$)499

All systems include Jntell Pentium processors, 850MB HD[)..
16MB RAM-Multimedia-28 .8 Fax and much more . .. Windows

95 pre-loaded
Also available:
Cyrix 6x86, AMD 486DX4-100 & AMD SX86-133. 14", 15" &
17" color monitors & parts

Free delivery & on-site installation

With this ad $50 off (good through October 31)
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Football kicks off season with 22-0 victory

b.~t'!!:ound eff ~~k~n~;.~E~~,S!r:~ol~ ~~~~!,~,.!!~~ shT~~~~~.~~S~}~!.~:~,£:i~!!

Sports Reporter
The John Carroll University
football team ktcked off the 1996
campaign last SaiUrday at
Biletnikoff Field with a 22-0 defeat of Gannon (PA) College. It
wast he team's first shutout victory since a 9-0 decision over
Baldwin-Wallace in November
1994.
Constant rainfall forced both
teamstoconrend with a slick and
sloppy surface, but the Streaks
wonthewarof conditions thanks
to a solid ground game. Behind a
revamped offensive line that featured JUSt one returnmg starter,
the Blue Streak backfield of seniors Carmen Uacqua and Chad

32 carries.
"Improving the running game
was a commitment we made in
the off-season,' said Coach Tony
DeCarlo. "ltwasanarea we wanted
m improve. The weather helped
us work it into our scheme."
The Blue Streaks struck first
with just over three minutes left
in the first quarter when sophomore quarterback Nick Caserio
hooked up with senior Dave Davis
on a nine-yard touchdown pass.
Rankin opened the drive with a
20-yard run and Ilacqua followed
with a 41-yard scamper to set up
the score.
Late in the second quarter, after Caserio found Davis for a 43-

his second touchdown pass of the
game, a five-yarder to llacqua.
Caserio finished the game 7 of lO
for92yardswithtwotouchdowns
and one interception.
The third quarter was like
punting practice, with each team
bootingtheballawaythreetimes.
Butinthefourthquarter,thepracticepaidoffforJCU senior punter
Don Caserta, who poached a kick
to the Gannon three-yard line.
Two plays laterJUniordefensive
tackle Nate Kurash sacked
Gannon quarterback Todd
Heigley in the eodzone. Heigley
wascalledforintentionalgrounding that resulted in a safety and a
15-0 lead for the Streaks.

Women's soccer starts season 0-3
Team begins seven game home stand next week
hiring a full -time coach."
Leeman 's goals are to build the
Sports Reporter
Despite a lack of senior leader- program as the women become
ship, the john Carroll University accustomed to her coachingstyle.
women 's soccer team hopes 10 be She feels it is important to "teach
competitive this season behind an them how to win." Instead of an
experienced new coach and an offensive-minded attack, the foent h usiasttc group of underclass- cus has been more on passing and
controlling possession of the ball.
men.
JCU is coming off an injuryKellie Leeman begins her first
season as head soccer coach with plagued 1995season in which they
a strong background in the sport. finished with a record of 7-8-1.
She played fouryearsofDivision I JCU lost key offensive threats Thea
soccer at the University of Maine Cansler and Molly Burke (thecabefore becoming a graduate as- reer leader in points scored inJCU
sistant at Husson College. htstory) to graduation.
This year's squad consists of
Leeman next went on to help develop p1 1"5 for 0\ym.p\ com· only one senior, which will force
pccition. La t year, she was head the underclassmen to step up. A
women's soccer coach and assis- lot of pressure falls on the shoultant sports information director ders of freshman goalkeeper,
(SID) at Southern Utah . She also Maura Gatto. Key returnees inserves as assistant SID this year at clude co-ca ptai os junior Shan non
Sullivan and senior Annie
arroll.
"I'm very excited to be here,• Klekamp on offense .and junior
said Leeman. "I think Coach D.mielle LaCour anchoring the deDeCarlo (JCU athletic director) fense.
Despite youth and inexperiand the University have made a
commitment to the program by ence, the Streaks have set high

Matt Ra I

goals for this season.
"!At the beginning of the season!. coach told us we could win
the OAC," said Sullivan. "We
started off slowly, but we've come
together quickly as a team."
TheslowstarthasleftjCUwith
a record of 0-3. Earlier this month,
in a tournament played at Baldwin
Wallace, they lost to Allegheny
College and Alfred College by
scores of 2-0 and 4-2. The second
game was decided in overtime
with Sullivan and Klekamp tallying thejCUgoals. A week ago, the
Carroll losing streak grew to three
in a 2-0 loss to Walsh College.
"Even~ we ha~'
o
yet," Coach Leeman said, "we've
played hard in every game. With
only 14 playerson the team, ll have
to play most of the time."
John Carroll played Wednesday
night at Wooster and comes home
on Wednesday, September 18th to
open Ohio Athletic Conference
play. Mount Union visits Wasmer
Field at 4 p.m. to kick off a seven
game home stand.

Members of the women's soccer team practice last week in preparation for their game against
Wooster.
J<>onH•lnun

INSTANT CREDIT

the ensuing free kick when llacqua swarmmgdefensethatalsoforced
returned the Gannon punt 74 three turnovers. Seniors defenyards for a touchdown. He fin - stve tackle Ryan Caner and hoeished the
backer Dean
day with
Lamirand re255 all- "We Wanted
cove red
purpose
fumbles while
yards: 91 establiSh a tone fOr
senior defenrushing,15
sive
back
receiving, the entire season.
Scott Youmell
74
on
snatched an
kickoff re- We
proyen that
int;rcepwtion.
turns and
e
75on punt We'/1
force tO
wanted toesreturns.
tablish a tone
"Going reckoned With.,
for the entire
in,
we
season," said
knew the
senior defenfield was
Scott O'Donnell sive end Scott
not
the
O'Donnell,
greatest of
who added 10
surfaces," Ilacqua said. "The foot- tackles. "We've proven that we'll
ing was real bad, so we went right be a force to be reckoned with."
at them."
"Everyone stepped up," Coach
TheJCU defense befuddled the DeCarlo added. "I was happy with
Gannon offense all day long, al- our performance."
lowing only 105 total yards and a
john Carroll is off until Saturmere nine net yards rushing. Se- day,September21whentheytravel
nior linebackers Chris Anderson to Ohio Northern for a 1:30 p.m.
and London Fletcher added lSand kickoff.
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CC runs at Case
Pagano places second overall
Lanese unpacked her things and
kicked off her first season as the
In the opening meet of the 1996 women's coach by overseeing a
crosscountryseason,john Carroll third place team finish out of six
University's men's team did some teams in the women's half of the
"pa,;;kina" wbi&c the wo
w Case meet.
n 1vi ua y, resliman
to some unpacki ng.
Sophomore james Van Dress Pagano led the women with a time
led the Carroll men at the Case of 20:31 and second place overall
Western Reserve Invitational by honors. The squad also had three
taking lOth place overall with a other top twenty finishers includtime of 29:09. He was pleased with iogfreshman MollyMayerin10th,
his performance but still found junior Penny Roxas in 16th and
senior Amy Fenske in 20th.
room for im"In
talking
provement.
with a few fresh"I
was
men girls over the
happy to get
just want us
summer,
lea me in
a trophy. l
with high expecwas 50 secdo better e.-ery
tations after I
onds faster
heard some of
this
year meet."
their
stats," said
than
last
Lanese. "It was
year," said
Van Dress. "It
Coach Lanese nice to see what
was on paper
was an OK
come
out at the
start for us,
meet."
but a lot still
"1just want to see us do better
needs to be done. We need to get
more mileage in during practice." every meet, even if it is one place
The Blue Streaks took fourth better,"cominuedLanese. "I would
place out of five teams, but placed like tO see each individual runner
two other runners in the tap 30 improve."
Stealing the show at the Case
withfreshman Nick Sellers in 20th
and junior Mike Garbera in 29th. meet was the Grove City team
The "packing" for the men carne which took first in both the men's
wah four runners bunched and women's divisions.
Next upfortheBiueStreak runaround the 34-minute mark.
For the women, Coach Kathy ners is the Allegheny Classic on

Jonathan Kase

Sports Editor
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Rocky vs. Iron Mike
Jonathan Kase
Sports Edi1 ' r
- - -- Shadowboxing in· a meat
locker. Running through the
city streets. Chopping wood.
Pulling a sleigh through snow.
Lifting rocks.

Commentary
Rocky had the training regimen of Hercules. And in the
ring, he had the chin of a
Champion. just ask Ivan
Drago.
He fought for peanuts. He
fought for titles. He fought for
pride.
We know Bruce Seldon
cared about none of these. He'll
get his $5 milion and probably
never be heard from again. Or
he'll star in a pizza commercial.
Thehypewasagoodasever,
andtheboutwassuppossedto
be worthy of it all. Champions
from two separate fragments
of the heavyweight world of
boxing going head to head .
Shouldn't we have realized
what a joke it would really .be?
Some friends and I called
the cable company. We got
caught up in the hype with
some small-change wagering,
and cheers to rattle windows
arose when the pay-per-view
finally was connected to our
T.V We enjoyed the prelimi-

nary female slugfest but suffered could give you C!vemillon rea·
through the two prematurely· sons right now:
What was it Oswald said
called maleundercards. Shouldn't
in Oliver Stone~ JFK ? ·rm a
we have known right then?
But then the music began and patsy?' Just like Seldon. A
the man who wins fights by way pawn in Don King's chess
of myth and the power of money game.
I'm still pretty sure Tyson
made his way to the ring. I admit
right here that I am caught up In is the best boxer around today.
the legend of Mike Tyson . I Butw;U we ever see him get to
thought he'd win in a walk. But I prove it? Not likely. Thissport
thought, too, that he'd have to land has been surrounded by scandal since its inception.
at least one punch to do it
It is not likely to change
I should have known yet again
now. And
when "Bouncing
I'm not
Bruce· came out
likely to
of
his
advocate
lockerroom like
lxlndted nine
throwing
a Gummy Bear
away 40
with a smile on seconds,
bucks like
his face like in a
that ever
toothpastecom- of strong breezes
again.
mercial. The
Espe·
stage was set
a nudge later cially
not
like a WWF
when I
match, but the and It was
over. can watch
match we were
areal boxaboutto wi mess
had actors who make The Ulti- ingmatch.
Rocky ASKS to get hit He
mate Warrior and Bigjohn Stud
look like Academy Award win- bouncess back up off the canvas. And his opponents don't
ners.
One hundred nine seconds, a take dives. I'll just plop in my
couple of strong breezzes, and a videotape to watch that"piece
nudge later, it was all over. l can't of iron" and hope Don King,
even say Seldon had a weak chin. Mike Tyson, and his next opHis legs looked like he'd been on a ponentaresomewherewatchboat for the last 20 years, though. ing roo.
They shook and shimmied more
"If l can change, and you
than jello during an earthquake. can change, we all can
But for what reason? I'm sure he change."
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Sports Flashes
Katy Perrone received honors as the Ohio Athletic Conference
Player of the Week for the week of September 1st. She was named
to the all-tournament teams in both the Hornet Invitational and
the Thomas More Skiline Chili Classic.
Senior Iinebacker Chris Anderson was named as The Sporting
News' preseason Division 111 Defensive Player of the Year. Senior
defensive end Scott O'Donnell was also named as a preseason AllAmerican.

College Football Preview named five Blue Srreaks as preseason
A11-Americans. Anderson, O'Donnell, and fellowseniorsCarmen
Jlacqua, Nick Petty, and Scott Youmell all received this honor.
Seniors Mike Horan and Don Caserta andjuniorjohnSikora were
named as scholar athletes by this same publication.
john Carroll graduate Brian Unk won Player of the Year honorsamonggolfersin Division Ill by scoring the best in the NCAA
Division Ill golf tournament last spring.
The Men's tennis team finished second this past spring in the
Ohio Athletic Conference The team of Andrew Perry and Bryan
Mohler and rhe team of Ed Schmitt and Mark Gentile took first
place at first and second doubled respectively, and Perry capped
his season with an ind iv idual tide at second singles, too.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!
1ST Cybeffech Computers
All systems built to your own specs
P7S/P I 00/P 120/PI33/Pl50 at only
$839/$939/$I049f,Vol249/$1499
All systems include lntell Pentium processors, 850MB HOD16MB RAM-Multimedia-28.8 Fax and much more ... Windows
95 pre-loaded
Also av:tilable:
Cyrix 6x86, AMD 486DX4-IOO & AMD 5X86-133, 14", 15" &
17" color monitors & parts
1:rec delivery & on-site installation
With thh ad $50 off (good through October 31)
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•Views/Editorial
Drivers, place your bets
Ever si nce Bugsy Siegel wandered into the barren
Nevada desert with his dreams of affluence and his
suilcase full ?f underworld.money, the city of Las
Y.egas has gamed a worldwtde reputation as capital of
htgn stak~s an~ considerable risKs. All along rfiat
Stnp of ghttenng neon and scantily-clad showgirls, at
all hours of the day and night, fortunes are gained and
lost m the ten-second clicl{-clack of the roulette wheel
and the shuffle of red and black. But even the dismal
odds of the average Vegas tourist facing a row of one
armed bandits are better that those of the average
Carroll student facing another row of slots along a
sma~ler, duller, yet equally nororious strip-the University parking lots. With a nigh-unlimited number
of ever-more-expensive permits being sold without an
accompanying guarantee of available space, student
drivers h.lVe. two ~hoice~; pa~k in the faculty /staff lots
and nsk a wmdshteld wtper J<lmmed with University
uckets or park on the streets and risk a windshield
wiper jammed with University Heights tickets.
Altfio~gh mo~t student drivers might be satisfied if
th~ admmistrauon guaranteed them a parking space
with the purchase of their permit (as most of tbe
administration might be satisfied if student drivers
starred saving up exact change for the RIA), the
guaranteed parKing space might create even more
friction between the two sides. In order to guarantee a
parking space for e.very permit, the University would
either nave to resmct the number of I>E:rmits sold, or
build en~ugh parking lots to equalize the permit/
space ratio.
In the first case, restricting the number of permits
sold, any microeconomics student will tell you that
the law of supply and demand would soon elevate the
p~i~e of those fimited-edition per.mi~s into the tripleatgtt zone. In the second case, bmldmg more parking
lot~. Carroll's location, circumscribed by University
He1ghts, makes outward expansion impossible. Space
is afso lim iced within Carroll's infrastructure. The
from Ia\\ n of the Administration Building is the last
stretch of unused land suitable for a parkmg lot, and
administration has been unwilling to transform
Carroll's trademark campus-scape into a functional
eyesore. The only other place to build is up, and the
parking garage suggestion has been repeatedly dismissed1or financial reasons.
When Carroll and Marriott held their "town-meeting" style speak-out about students' cafeteria complaints two years ago, the constructive dialoEue between students and administration eventually led to
much-appreciated changes in the cafeteria. Most
importantly, each side gained a clearer understanding
of inc other's position. The parking problem at Carro1l
has been allowed to fester for too long. It now needs to
be analyzed in that sort of public atmosphere, es~
cially with the recent increase in permit prices. Of
course, whereas the administration was aole and
willing to splurge on veggie burgers and low-fat
lralian dressing, it might araw tlie line at dumping
several tons ofhot asphalt on the front lawn. But
speaking out gives student drivers the best odds of
fmdmg a manageable solution to the parking problem. Until then, bank on bringing a compact car to
Carroll. Or maybe a Matchbox.

HITS &mi sses

HIT: Catching up with friends after the long
hot summer. m I s s: The pesky classes that
constantly interrupt that catching up. HIT: Free
stuff offered in the Atrium and the dorms. m I
s s: Misspelling the word "redemption" on last
years' diplomas. Graduates certainly got their
$80,000 worth. m I s s: The Saturday-night
power outages in East and Campion. HIT: At
least they weren't fire drills--yet. HIT: The JCU
crew display on the Quad. It'll come in handy
with all this rain. m I s s: Those branches
overhanging the sidewalk between the RecPiex
and East and Campion are mussing hairdos and
poking out eyes. Could they please be pruned?
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Clinton actions justified, even necessary
Charles A. Kupchan
\C! The Los Angeles Times

Saddam Hussein has an amazing sense
of timing. In 1990, while in the midst of
becoming a power broker in the Middle East
and amassing one of the region's most formidable military machines, he then invaded Kuwait, inviting a U.S.-Ied coalition
to cut his armed forces down to size.

Commentary

In case of nervous breakdown, read this
hydropathic sponers, wrapped the amdous in a cocoon
of woolen blankets lined with ice-water-soaked
linenstrips. The cocoon was sealed with straight pins,
tossed upon a feather bed, then ignored for several hours,
Tomorrow's test is actually today's. Thursday's paper is
during which time the patient was 100 busy keeping his
actually today's It starts to rain. You can't find your
tongue from being cutto ribbons by his chattering teeth
cigarettes. It's not even noon yet. To all incoming
.
ro worry about the big bad world.
freshman and returning upperclassmen. welcome (or
"Electric Medicine": Belts. bcdframes. rings. brushes.
welcome back) to STRESS.
corsets,ganers, rowels, and toothbrushes in different
One of the toughest and most valuable lessons life at
sizes, styles, and levels of
Carroll teaches is how to cope with
voltage. Perpetual bestthe relentless pressures of life in all • • • • • • • • • • • • • sellers of nineteenth'(:entury
its physical, mental, and spiritual
a.tstlne
Sears and Roebuck catamanifestations, including, but not
Dresch
logues, these appliances and
limited to, headaches. nausea,
Opinion Editor
their continual jolts of lowdizziness, fatigue, indigestion,
to-medium intensity current
insomnia, panic attacks, hypervenwere not only considered
tilation, palpitations. hallucinarelaxing. but miracle cures
tions, and ultimately, utter
forrheumatism,lumbago,
nihilism. Most doctors will point
Commentarv
gout, epilepsy. paralysis, and
out that the healthiest way to
borin& parties
combat stress is with a healthy diet,
Mesmerism : rhegood German huckster Franz
regular exercise, and as little caffeine as possible. But
Mesmer first made the monumental discovery that
/
most philosophers will also point out that if human
··~ul~IIM:~·a·~IUIIK.Jwli~~·IIIA~~·
~K----.-;;::,l
/
IIAWRteadalcohudeaadadvlce diW'«"IIIChu.d¥
Titanic and Crystal Pepsi might have been avoided.
medium through which energy and physical objects
were linked with one another. A deficiency of this
Unforrunately, until we wise up, the search for the
magnetism
caused any number of ailments (see above
perfect stress reliever can double the stress it's designed to
relieve. The lotus position wreaks havoc on the kneecaps. lists). But under the special tutelage and exorbitant fees
of a mesmerism experr,onecould learn to fall imoa
sniffing lavender during anxious moments, well... stinks.
magnetism-equalizing dream-like trance. Some
and although getting liquored up and yelling obscenities
mesmerism acolytes reported rhattheir aura of animal
at people can bringoneenonnous relief. it can also bring
magnetism had been replenished to such a degree that it
one a bloody nose. Fortunately, through its long and
exhibited
itself in miraculous powers. such as telepathy.
whining history of hysterics, humankind has accumutelekinesis,
and precognitive imagery. Discredited by the
lated an infinite variety of proven and disproven relaxers
and revltalizers. For those of you who'll crack if you take scientific community, Mesmer's cult declined and
disappeared, only to resurface in the teachings of a 900one more stroll along the shore of your guided imagery
year-old Muppet a long time ago in a galaxy far,far
island, here are a few of history's more desperate
measures:
away.
Hydropathy, or the Water-Cure :Designed to flush the
Of course, neither mystical trances or electrified
body of "irritattng and unnatural" chemicals that
lingerie or constricting bedsheets can soothe the soul
disrupted peace of mind, hydropathic cures were
without the most important tool to stress relief: the
available in Victorian England. One of the more
ability 10 face this deadline-driven,disasterous world
widespread versions prescribed five to forty tumblers of
and laugh at it. If I've done my job. this little article has
water to be taken in one twenty-four hour cycle. This
helped you to remember that, at least for a minute or so.
cycle was usually combined wirh some form of rigorous
If not, take a deep breath. Another petty annoyance is
exercise, the most popular being running for the nearest
just about to end. Now you can go on looking for that
restroom. Still another version, which required a team of
cigarette.
Some inexplicable power outage disables the alann

clock, and you sleep twenty minutes past what would
have bec11 prudent. There's construction on the freeway.

Will you enrich your wallet or your life?
Why do you go 10 Carroll? Did one of your parents?
A friend or a relationship? What made you want to

explore the wide philosophical, literary, and theological scope of Jesuit tradition?
Do you even want to
explore the jesuit tradition? Or do you consider
Jason
college a waste' If you're
Tokar
going to graduate and get a
Forum Editor
job in the same company
as your mother or father or
one of their rriends and
earn a decem salary and a
comfonable life wnhout
Commentary
ever again needing to
recall Hegel's dialectics or
Wordsworth's ftd..wit,
why waste your time learning it in class?
Thts is the mentality I'm accuswmed to in my
philosophy,theology, and English classes l once
shared that same mentality. I am not Godsent and I am
not a scholar to the highest degree, but in my years at
Carroll ! have gradually been seduced by the different
opponunities offered to me in all types of classes.
For those of you who are freshmen and sleeping
through Romantic Poetry or Philosophy 101, or those of

you upperclassmen who have fulfilled your philosophy requirements and are about to trash your copy of
Plato, remember that although Rorty or Merton may
not have much to offer in the way of money-making
schemes. they have plenty to say
about life.
To get the most out of these
classes, relate what they say about
life ro your own. If you take one
paragraph from a thousand page
book, and ponder it for more than
a second, and take it to heart, then
you're playing the game right.
This is a game you can only win
ar, because there is no failure
when it comes to personal growth.
Take time to broaden at least
one of your views to incorporate something you read
in a book. or heard about in a class.
At best, taking the time to dissect an argument or
memorize a poem adds another dimension to your
soul, something above and beyond the money-making
machine.
At the very least, you can use your new knowledge
man intelligent conversation and maybe get a date.
And that also adds to your quality of life.

This year, Hussein finally reached an
agreement with the United Nations to ease
the economic sanctions imposed on his
country. Then he dispatched his crack
troops to the off -limits Kurdish enclave
in northern lraq.So much for a relaxation of
sanctions. And it served as another open
invitation formilitaryretaliation,especially
with President Clinton entering the home
stretch of his bid for re-election.
Election-year politicsaside,Clinton was
right to respond with force to Hussein's
provocations. Back-to-back cruise-missile
attacks notonlymadeclear that the United
States will not tolerate Hussein's violation
of the rules established to contain hisambition. but also sent a more general message
that the Clinton administration is prepared
to stare down rogue states. The absence of
broader support from allies was unfortunate, but Clinton was justified in proceeding with the retaliatory attack on his own.
Indeed, if Clinton deserves any criticism, it
is for not having responded with more potent military force.
Sinc~islnvasion of Kuwait in 1990,
l:ilfSSeln has demonstrated, time and again,
that his appetite for power can becontained
only through tit-for-tat retaliation. If not
.... boxed in and punished every time he challenges the limits imposed on his regime

neither stable nor more palatable than
Hussein's.
Clinton is not just responding appropriately to the challenges posed by Hussein,
he is also helping adapt U.S. policy and the
country's military establishment to the
challenges posed by rogue states.
Since the Vietnam War, aversion to limited war has reached phobic proportions;
politicians and military commandersalike
have taken an aU-or-nothing approach to
the use of force . Containing dangerous regional powers, however, entails playing a
game of cat and mouse and, when necessary, resorting to the limited and proportiona! application of military power.
Step by step, Clinton is preparing the
coumryfora2lstcentury,whenchallenges
to national security will no longer be black
and white. The U.S. military, as well as the
public that fills its ranks and pays its bills,
must be prepared for a new array of threats
that, if less grave than those of the Cold War
era, still require sacrifice and steadiness.
In light of the merits of Clinton's decision to launch retaliatory strikes, it is not
surprising that his action won strong bipartisan support. Clinton's critics have not
challenged the need fora military response.
Instead, they questioned both the absence
of stronger backing from U.S. allies and the
military utility of striking back in southern Iraq when Hussein's offending actions
took place in the north.
Clinton apparent) y spent much of last
weekend seeking to build allied support for
military action. He succeeded in securing
the enthusiastic backing of only a handful
of states. Clinton's decision wact, nonetheless, demonstrates that he has found his
bearings, however, not that he lacks diplomatic skill. For three reasons, Clinton was
right to act unilaterally.
Hussein's actions in Irbil warranted a
punishing
I strike, not a prol on

Kurdish faction allied with Iraq to best its
Iran-backed rival. Thedeallooks good from
Baghdad: Consolidating Hussein's influ·
ence in the north is well worth the loss of a
few replaceable air-defense installations.
Striking directly at Iraqi troops operating in the north would have been a more
fitting and effective response. Even 1f not
successful in thwarting Hussein's objectives, air attacks on Iraq's notorious Republican Guard unitswouldhavesenta clearer
message, imposed costs on those forces engaged in the fighting and degraded
Hussein's ability to carry out future
offensives.
The administration defended its choice
of targets by claiming it did not want to
take sides in the Kurdish rivalry and sought
to avoid the civilian casualties likely to ac
companyattacksonground troops.But U.S.
forces could have attacked lraqt tanks and
artillery outside lrbil and targeted the depots and supply lines needed to support
Iraqi troops, which would have avoided direct involvement in the fighting between
Kurds and mmimizing civilian risk.
That attacks on mobile Iraqi troops in
the north would have have required piloted

aircraft rather than pilotless cruise missiles IS perhaps the main reason Clinton
focused on the south. Even a limaed air
campaign against Iraq's forces would have
exposed U.S. pilots to defensive fire, raising
the risks of retaliation. Clinton chose the
safer course, but at the expense of the potency of the message he sent to Hussein.
Hussein's next steps will tell whether
Clinton was right to opt for a more moderate military response to Iraq's latest bout of
aggression.
Clinton's choice was not without its
merits. Ltmiting the risk ro U.S. personnel is
always a priority, but especially important
as the public prepares to pass judgment on
his first term_In addition, U.S. attacks on
troops in the nonh probably would have
required flying missions from aH bases in
Turkey or Saudi Arabia , complicating the
politics of effective retaliation. On balance,
a harsher response was worth the risks.
But if Clinton's overall handling of this
crisis and his impre ive learning curve on
foreign policy are any indication,hets likely
to take advantage of the political latitude
afforded by a second term togo after rogue
states with the vigor that is warranted.

around the nation_
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ncrease
expense
rom
United States
of his own citizens and neighboring states.
Clinton's decision to punish Hussein for
sending his troops to lrbil was only the
most recent episode of the president's suecessful implementation of the strategy of
coercive diplomacy put in place by the previous administration. President Bush acted
prudently in stopping the war against lraq
before coalition forces reached Baghdad. To
havedoneotherwise,anddestroyed Hussein
and his regime, would have left the United
States with the costly task of occupation
and reconstruction. And even if the Bush
administration had accepted this responsibility,asuccessorregimemighthaveproved
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uniquely possesses the appropriate military technology for such a limited strike.
There was no need fora broadercoalitionof
forces.
Those countries that grumbled the most
did so for specific reasons. France and Russia have potential businesstiestotheregion
and are smarting at being left out of the
limelight. The Arab countries that joined
the United States in the 1991 war against
Iraqpubliclydistanced themselves from last
week's attack. But beneath the public pesturing was support for U.S resolve; lraqs
neighborscontinue to fear Hussein and still
resent the web of lies spun to prepare his
invasion of Kuwait. Especially because
states in the Middle East stand to suffer
most if Iraqi aggression goes unchecked,
they have no excuse for failing to stand
firmly behind U.S. action.
As demonstrated in Bosnia, U.S.
unilateralism is needed still to catalyze
multilateral cooperation Had U.S. diplomat Richard Holbrooke not stepped in and
used U.S. military power and influence to
bring the warring parties to the table, there
would be no Dayton, Ohio, accords and no
peace in Bosnia. Some of America's friends
may object to Clinton's decision to seize the
initiative in Iraq. But had he failed to do so,
the coalition needed to box in Hussein
would have lost momentum and been put
at risk.
That Clinton acted without the"iiand
holding of allies or the blessing of a new
U.N. resolutton makes clear that he is coming of age as a strong and sure leader, not
that the presidency has been overtaken by
cowboy tendencies or American hubris.
Charges that Clinton should have exacted greater cost on Hussein are more telling.The administration responded to Iraq's
aggression by expanding the "no-fly" zone
in southern Iraq and taking out military
Installations in the south that could
threaten allied aircraft patrolling the enlarged zone. Although this approach did
punish Hussem for his actwns, it did little
to redress Iraq's gains in the north. Indeed,
Hussein achieved his aim of enabling the

•Views/ Letters to the editor
Ride Home displays
generosity
As a junior, I have attended many Student Unionsponsoredactivities,and I have
enjoyed almost all of them. Friday's trip to
Club 1148 was no different. Yet it could
have easily been disappointing if people
had been deterred by the rain. Thankfully
there was a wonderful turn out and it
seemed as though everyone was having a
good time. I would like tocongratulateall
the Student Umon officers and everyone
involved for such a good night and successful "Welcome Back Week."
But there was one person who went
above and beyond thecal! of dutytoensure
our night did not end poorly. When the last
bus was called, a few of us decided to make
use of the free transportation provided by
JCU. Unfortunately many others made the
same decision. and right as our group of
friends stepped to the bus. they said they
couldn't take anymore people. Since there
were only a few of us we were JUSt going to
pay for a taxi.
Ryan Daly wouldn't hear of it. He personally drove us home on one of the John
Carroll vans, knowing full well he would
have togo back to the Flats to pick up those
who organrzed the event.
While many people have complaints
concerning the JCU community, Ryan
Da Iy's generosity was a posili ve exam pie of
the commitment the students here possess.
This commitment should make us confident in the knowledge that we will continue to have a wonderful john Carroll experience
Alison Winters
Class of 1998

Parking serves up a

heated discussion
Parking is a problem that is out of control! Not only are students driving around
the lots fora half hour, but it iseven making
teachers late for classes. Is there no possibilityoflimitingthe numberof passessold,
prohibiting sophomores from having cars,
or having a lottery system? his very ironic
that with passes for the Fall going up $10,
wearegettinglessforourmoney. Weseem
to be paying for more secunty guards to
alternate reading the paper and giving out
tickets. lf all we are buying for $60 is the
possibility of finding a spot, why bother?
Why don't we all just park in the street in
two hour parking with five hours of classes
and get tickets from the University Heights
police? Some alternative!
Elizabeth Rachfal
Class of 1997
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our w<Jy of knowing wtwt you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.Jcu.edu.
Letters will be <Jccepted after
noon on Monday onl}' if there is
additionill space <Jvailable. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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Charles A. Kupchan

Drivers, place your bets

HITS & mi sses
HIT: Catching up with friends after the long

hot summer. m I s s: The pesky classes that
constantly interrupt that catching up. HIT: Free
stuff offered in the Atrium and the dorms. m I
s s: Misspelling the word "redemption" on last
years' diplomas. Graduates certainly got their
$80,000 worth. m I s s: The Saturday-night
power outages in East and Campion. HIT: At
least they weren't fire drills--yet. HIT: The JCU
crew display on the Quad. It'll come in handy
with all this rain. m I s s: Those branches
overhanging the sidewalk between the RecPiex
and East and Campion are mussing hairdos and
poking out eyes. Could they please be pruned?
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Clinton actions justified, even necessary

•Views/Editorial
Ever s i1~ce Bugsy Siegel wandered into the barren
Nevada desert with his dreams of affluence and his
suitcase full of underworld.money, the city of Las
Vegas has gamed a worldwtde reputation as capital of
h1gn stak~s an~ considerable risl<s. All along tliat
Stnp of glmenng neon and scantily-clad showgirls, at
all nours of the day and night, fortunes are gained and
lost in the ten-second chcl<-clack of rhe roulette wheel
and the shuffle of red and black. Bur even the dismal
odds of the average Vegas tourist facing a row of one
armed bandits are better that those of the average
Carroll student facing another row of slots along a
smaller, dull.er, yet equally notorious strip- the University parkmg lots. With a nigh-unlimited number
of ever-more-expensive permits being sold without an
accompanying guarantee of available space, student
drivers h.1ve two choices; park in the faculty /staff lots
a.nd risk a windshield wiper jammed with University
uckets or park on the streets and risk a windshield
wiper jammed with University Heights tickets.
AItfto~gh mo.st student drivers might be satisfied if
the admmtstrauon guaranteed them a parking space
with the purchase oT their permit (as most of the
administration might be satisfied if student drivers
starred saving up exact change for the RTA), the
guaranteed parl<ing space might create even more
friction between tne two sides. In order to guarantee a
p_arking space for e.very permit, the University would
etther nave to rest net the number of p<:rmits sold, or
build en~ugh parking lots to equalize the permit/
space rauo.
In the first case, restricting the number of permits
sold, any microeconomics student will tell you that
the law of supply and demand would soon elevate the
p~i~e of those fimited-edition per!lli~s into the tripleatglt zone. In the second case,bu1ldmg more parking
lots, Carroll's location, circumscribed by University
Heighr.s, makes outward expansion impossible. Space
is afso limited within Carro1l's infrastructure. The
front lav. n of the Administration Buildin~ is the last
stretch of unused land suitable for a parkmg lot, and
administration has been unwilling to transform
Carroll's trademark campus-scape into afunctional
eyesore. The only other place to build is up, and the
parkinggarage suggestion has been repeatedly dismissedlor financial reasons.
When Carroll and Marriott held their "town-meeting" style speak-out about students' cafeteria complainrs two years ago, the constructive dialo~ue between students and administration eventually led to
much-appreciated changes in the cafeteria. Most
importantly, each side gained a clearer understanding
of the other's position. The parking problem at Carron
has been allowed to fester for too long. It now needs to
be analyzed in that sort of public atmosphere, especially with the recent increase in permit prices. Of
course, whereas the administration was able and
willing to splurge on veggie burgers and low-fat
Italian dressing, it might araw rne line at dumping
several tons ofnot asphalt on the from lawn. But
speaking out gives student drivers the best odds of
fmding a manageable solution to the parking problem . Unrilthen, bank on bringing a compact car to
Carroll. Or maybe a Matchbox.

OPINION

OThe Los Angeles Times

Saddam Hussein has an amazing sense
of timing. In 1990, while in the midst of
becoming a power broker in the Middle East
and amassing one of the region's most formidable military machines, he then in·
vaded Kuwait, inviting a US.-led coalition
to cut his armed forces down to size.
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In case of nervous breakdown, read this
Some ine~tplicable power outage disables the alarm
hydropathic spotters, wrapped the anxious in a cocoon
clock, and you sleep twenty minutes past what would
of woolen blankets lined with ice·water-soaked
have bee11 prudent. There's construction on the freeway.
linenstrips. The cocoon was sealed with straight pins,
Tomorrow's test is actually today's. Thursday's paper is
tossed upon a feather bed, then ignored for several hours,
actually today's. It starts to rain. You can't find your
during which time the patient was too busy keeping his
cigarettes It's nor even noon yet. To all incoming
tongue from being cut to ribbons by his chattering teeth
freshman and returning upperclassmen, welcome (or
to worry about the big bad world.
welcome back) to STRESS.
"Electric Medicine": Belts. bedframes, rings, brushes,
One of the toughest and most valuable lessons Iif eat
corsets, garters, towels, and toothbrushes in different
Carroll teaches is how to cope with
sizes, styles, and levels of
voltage. Perpetual best·
the relentless pressures of life in all • • • • • • • • • • • • • its physical, mental, and spiritual
sellers of nineteenth-century
manifestations, including, but not
Sears and Roebuck cata·
limited to, headaches, nausea,
logues, these appliances and
dizziness, fatigue, indigestion,
their continual jolts of low·
insomnia, panic attacks, hypervento-medium intensity current
tilation, palpitations, hallucinawere not only considered
tions, and ullimately, utter
relaxing, but miracle cures
for
rheumatism, lumbago,
nihilism. Most doctors will point
Conmentarv
gout, epilepsy, paralysis, and
out that the healthiest way to
combat stress is with a healthy diet,
borin~: parties.
Mesmerism: the good German huckster Franz
regular exercise, and as little caffeine as possible. But
Mesmer £irs1 made the monumental discovery that
most philosophers will also point out that if human
.
.
Da~We r.ended to heed px1 advlc&.dl-.asiiiChu&be
medium through which energy and physical objects
Titanic and Crystal Pepsi might have been avoided.
were linked with one another. A deficiency of this
Unfonunately, until we wise up, the search for the
perfect stress reliever can double the stress it's designed to magnetism caused any number of ailments (see above
relieve. The lotus position wreaks havoc on the kneecaps, lists). But under the special tutelage and exorbitant fees
of a mesmerism expert, one could learn to fall into a
sniffing lavender during anxious moments, welL srinks,
magnetism-equalizing dream· like trance. Some
and although getting liquored up and yelling obscenities
mesmerism acolytes reported that their aura of animal
at people can bring one enormous relief, it can also bring
magnetism had been replenished to such a degree that it
one a bloody nose. Fortunately, through its long and
exhibited itself in miraculous powers, such as telepathy,
whining history of hysterics, humankind has accumu·
lated an infinite variety of proven and disproven relaxers telekinesis, and precognitive imagery. Discredited by the
and revitalizers. For those of you who'll crack if you take scientific community, Mesmer's cult declined and
disappeared, only to resurface in the teachings of a 900one more stroll along the shore of your guided imagery
year·old Muppet a long time ago in a galaxy far,far
island, here are a few of history's more desperate
measures:
away.
Hydropal hy, or I he Water·Cu re : Designed to flush the
Of course, neither mystical trances or electrified
lxxly of "irritating and unnatural" chemicals that
lingerie or constricting bedsheets can soothe the soul
disrupted peace of mind, hydropathic cures were
without the most important tool to stress relief: the
available in Victorian England. One of the more
ability to face this deadline-driven, disasterous world
widespread versions prescribed five to forty tumblers of
and laugh at it. If I've done my job, this little article has
water to be taken in one twenty·four hour cycle. This
helped you to remember that, at least for a minute or so.
cycle was usually combined with some form of rigorous
If not, take a deep breath. Another petty annoyance is
exercise, the most popular being running forthe nearest
just about to end. Now you can go on looking forthat
restroom. Still another version, which required a team of
cigarette.
~

Will you enrich your wallet or your life?
Why do you go 10 Carroll? Did one of your parents?
A friend or a relationship? What made you want to
explore the wide philosophical, literary, and theological scope of jesuit tradition?
Do you even want to
explore the jesuit tradJ·
tion? Or do you consider
Jason
college a waste? If you're
Tokar
going to graduate and get a
FOIU!l Editor
job in the same company
as your mother or father or
one of 1heir friends and
earn a decent salary and a
comfortable life without
Commentary
ever again needing to
recall Hegel's dialectics or
Wordsworth's £r.cil!lk
why waste your time learning it in class?
This is the mentality I'm accustomed to in my
philosophy, theology, and English classes. I once
shared that same mentality. I am not Godsent and I am
not a scholar to the highest degree, bur in my years at
Carroll 1 have gradually been seduced by the different
opportunities offered to me in all types of classes.
For those of you who are freshmen and sleeping
through Romantic Poetry or Philosophy 101, or those of

you upperclassmen who have fulfilled your philoso·
phy requirements and are about to trash your copy of
Plato, remember that although Rorty or Menon may
not have much to offer in the way of money-making
schemes. they have plenty to say
about life.
To get the most out of these
classes, relate what they say about
life to your own. If you take one
paragraph from a thousand page
book, and ponder it for more than
a second, and take it to heart, then
you're playing the game right
This is a game you can only win
at, because there is no failure
when it comes to personal growth.
Take time to broaden at least
one of your views to incorporate something you read
in a book, or heard about in a class.
At best, takmg the time to dissect an argument or
memorize a poem adds another dimension to your
soul, something above and beyond the money-making
machine.
At the very least, you can use your new knowledge
in an mtelligent conversation and maybe get a date.
And that also adds to your quality of life.

/
/

This year, Hussein finally reached an
agreement with the United Nations to ease
the economic sanctions imposed on his
coumry. Then he dispatched his crack
troops to the off-limits Kurdish enclave
innonhern lraq.Somuchfora relaxation of
sanctions. And it served as another open
in vi tat ion form iI itar y retaliation,especiall y
with President Clinton entering the home
stretch of his bid for re-election.
Election-yearpoliticsaside, Clinton was
right to respond with force to Hussein's
provocations. Back-ro-back cruise-missile
attacks not only made clear that the United
States will not tolerate Hussein's violation
of the rules established wcontain his ambition, but also sent a more general message
that the Clinton adm inisrration is prepared
to stare down rogue stares. The absence of
broader support from allies was unfortunate, but Clinton was justified in proceeding with the retaliatory attack on his own.
l ndeed, if Clinton deserves any criticism, it
is for not having responded with more potent military force.
Sinc~his1nvasion of Kuwait in 1990,
~n has demonstrated, time and again,
that hisappetiteforpowercan becontained
only through tit-for-tat retaliation. If not
boxed in and punished every time he chalthe limits imposed on his regime
expense
of his own citizens and neighboring states.
Clinton's deCision to punish Hussein for
sending his troops to lrbil was only the
most recent episode of the president's successful implementation of the strategy of
coercivediplomacyput in place by the previous administration. President Bush acted
prudent! yin stopping the war against Iraq
before coalition forces reached Baghdad. To
havedoneot herwise,anddestroyed Hussein
and his regime, would have left the United
States with the costly task of occupation
and reconstruction. And even if the Bush
administration had accepted this responsi·
bi lity, a successorregime might have proved
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neither stable nor more palatable than
Hussein's.
Clinton is not just respondmg appropriately to the challenges posed by Hussein,
he is also helping adapt US. policy and the
country's military establishment to the
challenges posed by rogue states.
Since the Viewam War, aversion to lim·
ited war has reached phobic proportions.;
politicians and military comma ndersalike
have taken an aU-or-nothing approach to
the use of force. Containing dangerous regional powers, however, entails playing a
game of cat and mouse and, when necessary, resorting to the limued and proportional application of military power.
Step by step, Clinton is preparing the
country for a 21st century, when challenges
to national security will no longer be black
and white. The U.S. military, as well as the
public that fills its ranks and pays its bills,
must be prepared for a new array of threats
that, if less grave than those of the Cold War
era, still require sacrifice and steadiness.
In light of the merits of Clinton's decision to launch retaliatory strikes, it is not
surprising that his action won strong bipartisan support. Clinton's critics have not
challenged the need for a military response.
Instead, they questioned both the absence
of stronger backing from U.S. allies and the
military utility of striking back in southern Iraq when Hussein's offending actions
took place in the north.
Clinton apparently spent much of last
weekend seeking to build allied support for
military action. He succeeded in securing
the enthusiastic backing of only a handful
of states.Clinton's decision roact, nonetheless, demonstrates that he has found his
bearings, however, not that he lacks diplomatic skill. For three reasons, Clinton was
right to act unilaterally.
Hussein's actions in lrbil warranted a
punishin g surgical strike, not a nrr olnn oPrl
Kuwait.
United States
uniquely possesses the appropriate military technology for such a limited strike.
There was no need fora broadercoalitionof
forces.
Those countries that grumbled the most
did so for specific reasons. France and Russia have potential business ties to the region
and are smarting at being left out of the
limelight. The Arab countries that joined
the United States in the 1991 war against
lraqpublidydistancedthemselvesfromlast
week's attack. But beneath the public posturing was support for U.S. resolve; Iraq's
neigh borscontin ue to fear Hussein and still
resent the web of lies spun to prepare his
invasion of Kuwait. Especially because
states in the Middle East stand to suffer
most if Iraqi aggression goes unchecked,
they have no excuse for failing to stand
firmly behind U.S. action .
As demonstrated in Bosnia, U.S.
unilateralism is needed still to catalyze
multilateral cooperation. Had U.S. diplomat Richard Holbrooke not stepped in and
used U.S. military power and influence to
bring the warring parties to the table, there
would be no Dayton, Ohio, accords and no
peace in Bosnia. Some of America's friends
may object to Clinton's decision to seize the
initiative in Iraq. But had he failed todoso,
the coalition needed to box in Hussein
would have lost momentum and been put
at risk.
That Clinton acted without thet,;iiand
holding of allies or the blessing of a new
U.N. resolution makes clear that he is com·
ing of age as a strong and sure leader, not
that the presidency has been overtaken by
cowboy tendencies or American hubris.
Charges that Clinton should have ex·
acted greater cost on Hussein are more tell·
ing. The administration responded to Iraq's
aggression by expanding the "no·fly" zone
in southern Iraq and taking out milit ary
Installations in the south tha t could
threaten allied aircraft patrolling the enlarged zone. Although this approach did
punish Hussem for his acuons, it did little
to redress Iraq's gains in the north. Indeed ,
Hussein ach1eved his aim of enabling the

Kurdish faction allied with Iraq to best its
Iran-backed rival. Thedeallooksgoodfrom
Baghdad: Consolidating Hussein's influence in the north is well worth the loss of a
few replaceable air-defense installations.
Striking directly at Iraqi troops operating in the north would have been a more
fiwng and effective response. Even if not
successful in thwarting Hussein 's objec·
tives,air anackson Iraq's notorious Repub·
lican Guard units would have sent a clearer
message, imposed costs on those forces engaged in the fighting and degraded
Hussein's ability to carry out future
offensives.
The admmisuarion defended its choice
of targets by claiming it did not want to
take sides in the Kurdish rivalry and sought
to avoid the civilian casualties likely wac·
com pan ya tracks on ground troops.But U.S.
forces could have attacked Iraqi tanks and
artillery outside lrbil and targeted the depots and supply lines needed to support
Iraqi troops, which would have avoided direct involvement in the fighting between
Kurds and minimizmg civilian risk.
That attacks on mobile Iraqi troops in
the north would have have required piloted

aircraft rather than pilotless crurse missiles tS perhaps the main reason Clinton
focused on the south. Even a limited air
campaign against Iraq's forces would have
exposed U.S. pilots to defensive fire, raising
the risks of retaliation. Clinton chose the
safer course, but at the e~tpense of the potency of the message he sent to Hussein.
Hussein's next steps will tell whether
Clinton was right to opt for a more moderate military response to Iraq's latest bout of
aggression.
Clinton's choice was not without its
ments. limiting the nsk to U.S. personnel is
always a priority, but especially important
as the public prepares to pass judgment on
his first term. In addttion, U.S. attacks on
troops in the north probably would have
required flying missions from air bases in
Turkey or Saudi Arabia, complicanng the
politics of effective retaliation On balance,
a harsher response was worth the risks.
But if Clinton's overall handltng of this
crisis~nd hi impressive learning curve on
foreign policy areanyindication, he is likely
to take advantage of the political latitude
afforded by a second term to go after rogue
states with the vigor that is warranted
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
Ride Home displays
generosity
As a junior, I have attended many Student Unionsponsoredactivities,and I have
enjoyed almost all of them. Friday's trip to
Club 1148 was no different. Yet it could
have easily been disappointing if people
had been deterred by the rain. Thankfully
there was a wonderful turn out and it
seemed as though everyone was having a
good time. I would like to congratulate all
the Student Union officers and everyone
involved for such a good night and successful "Welcome Back Week."
But there was one person who went
above and beyond the call of duty to ensure
ournightdidnotendpoorly When the last
bus wascalled,afewof us decided to make
use of the free transportation provided by
JCU. Unfortunately many others made the
same decision, and right as our group of
friends stepped to the bus, they said they
couldn't take anymore people. Since there
were only a few of us we were just going to
pay for a taxi.
Ryan Daly wouldn't hear of it. He personally drove us home on one of the john
Carroll vans, knowing full well he would
have to go back to the Flats ro pick up those
who organized the event
While many people have complaints
concerning the jCU community, Ryan
Daly's generosity was a positlveexampleof
the commament the students here possess.
Thts commttment should make us confident in the knowledge that we will con·
tinue to have a wonderfuljohn Carroll ex·
perience.
Alison Winters
Class of 1998

Parking serves up a
heated discussion
Parking is a problem that is out of controH Not only are students driving around
the lots fora haUhour,but it is even making
teachers late for classes. Is there no possibility of limiting the number of passes sold,
prohibiting sophomores from having cars,
or having a lottery system? It is very ironic
that with passes for the Fall going up $10,
we are getting less for our money. We seem
to be paying for more security guards to
alternate reading the paper and giving out
tickets. If all we are buying for $60 is the
possibility of finding a spot, why bother?
Why don't we all just park in the street in
two hour parking with five hours of classes
and get tickets from the University Heights
police? Some alternative!
Elizabeth Rachfal
Class of 1997
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our w<1y of knowing wh<1t you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Mond<ly. in
the CNoffice, to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted vi<1 e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space ilvailable. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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- Seeking: Full-time
or part-time internships. Citizen Action has exciting
positions available
for people interested in protecting
the environment.
Are you: sitting out
this
semester,
tired of your sales
or service job,
..... looking for a career
oriented job now
that you've graduated from college,
or searching for an
alternative
to
bartending
and
waiting tables?
Then call 8611989 for an interview. Hours are 2- 10 M-F, Pay $325/
wk.
Part-time
available, flexible
with college schedules. You can earn
college credit by
working with us!
We are looking for
hardworking
people who want
experience working on environmen tal campaigns during this exciting
election year.

For Sale - Black &
white sleeper sofa,
82" long. Perfect
for college housing! $150 or best
offer, call 3719293 (Cleveland
Heights) after 6:00
p.m.
Help Wanted. Free
T-Shirt + $1000.
Credit
Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities, & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00 I
VISA application.
Call 1-800-9320528
ext.
65.
Qualified callers
will receive a free
t-shi rt.

s
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sional overnights. Call 752-3480 if inClose to campus. terested.
Private room/bath,
TV, board and use The Basement is
of car. Contact now hiring reliable
Kim,
621-8808 doormen I secuEarn extra
days or 751 -4256 rity.
cash.
Call 621evenings.
3900 and ask for
Needed: A respon- Susan.
sible,
loving
babysitter
one
day /week (day is
flexible) for children 5, 2, and 8
months old. Call
Chris 921-7514.
Own transportation preferred but
not required.
Part-time help with
infant and toddler
day-care on Belvoir
and
Bluestone.
Please call Audree
at 382-1802.

AIDS i~ now the leading cau~e of death
in America among peo}lle age~ 25 to 44.
Don't ~tand for it . . . . . WALK.

--

l.

l

l

t

ff
For more information,
contact the Student
Life Office 397-4401

Wanted: Vintage Kboks with no cracks
and new laces. Call
Nicole at 2495.

---e.g.
153-

oW '7INI Tonight Shalt¥'" host

4ll - o r , _ - . . ,

470C-

48Mool!!0

51 Sodlumc111ortde
52 UnWIIandlng wcrda
54 V1ogln , _
55 twtz compolllor

511'--

57~111~

eo

~Molonelor

ol1oot

Q'O"bte Qyolt

What an Idea!

The Carroll News is offering a spot for your cartoon if you have what it takEs.
Here's what you have to do:
1. Submit your cartoon to the Carroll News by September 30th.
2. Make sure the cartoon is done in black ink.
3. October 3rd thore cartoons entered will be published.
4. Student voting will occur from October 3rd to October lOth

we need you.

Bike for
sale.
Women's hybrid,
20 speed. Mint
condition Schwinn.
$160. Call 7523480.

'TV Guide"

Fall 1996 child
care live-in after
school coordinator
for busy, sports
oriented
family
with 2 girls (14, 11)
and boy (9) 3:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. to
oversee homework
and shuttle kids to
practice.
Occa-

THE 1996 AIDS WALK
SUNDAY, SEPT. 29

s

d

e

Write for the

Carroll News!

WELCOME BACK
J. C. U. STUDENTS !!

~

Earn college credit
while earning
great money.

See your career
services advisor for
more information.
It really pays to call...
for more information or
to schedule an
appointment call:
MBNA Marketing Systems
25900 Science Park Drive
Beachwood, Ohio 44122

595-4100

Outward Account
Representatives
*16 hours/week schedules
*Flexible evening hours
*$7.00/hour plus incentives
($9. 70 avg. rate ofpay)
*Great business experience
*Excellent resume builder

AtBN"
MARKETING
SYSTEMS

